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Business environment

Organisation and Group structure

deutsche wohnen ag together with its subsidiaries 
(hereinafter referred to as “deutsche wohnen” or “group”) 
is currently one of the largest publicly listed real estate 
companies in germany, measured by market capitalisa-
tion. its real estate holdings include about 83,700 resi-
dential and commercial units as well as nursing care 
facilities with about 1,900 nursing places at a fair value 
of around eur 4.9 billion in total. the company is listed 
on the mdaX stock index of the german stock exchange. 
consistent with its business strategy, the focus of 
deutsche wohnen is on residential and nursing care 
properties in fast-growing conurbations and metro-
politan areas of germany, such as greater Berlin, the 
rhine-main region with frankfurt/main, and the rhine-
land with dusseldorf as its centre, as well as on stable 
conurbations and metropolitan areas such as hanover/
Brunswick/magdeburg. in the german metropolitan 
areas, the fundamental economic growth data, popula-
tion influx and the demographic development are a very 
good basis for achieving strong and stable cash flows 
from letting and leasing, and for using opportunities to 
create value.

the diagram below shows the clear organisational divi-
sion between management and asset companies. the 
management companies are allocable to the respective 
segments. deutsche wohnen ag therefore has a tradi-
tional holding function – with responsibility for the areas 
of corporate development, corporate finance, finance, 
human resources, investor relations and corporate 
communication.

Deutsche Wohnen Management GmbH
the development and management of the residential 
property portfolio is the responsibility of deutsche wohnen 
management gmbh. the company deals with all activi-
ties related to the management and administration of 
residential property, the management of rental con-
tracts and tenant support. By steadily developing our 
portfolio, we can make use of any rent increase poten-
tial and keep the vacancy rate at a low level. in addition, 
we guarantee efficient management of the residential 
properties in cooperation with qualified system provid-
ers. a specially designed quality management system 
for facility management allows us to check specially 
defined performance standards. 

Deutsche Wohnen Corporate Real Estate GmbH
deutsche wohnen corporate real estate gmbh 
 essentially bundles the group’s sales activities. 
deutsche wohnen’s residential holdings held for sale 
are divided into the strategic sale of residential property 
to capital investors among others, and the sale of 
 residential property in non-core regions, primarily to 
institutional investors. we continuously release capital, 
especially with the sale of residential property in the 
 strategic core and growth regions with considerable 
margins, and thereby strengthen our internal financing 
capacity.

Deutsche Wohnen AG  
Management and central administration

Residential Nursing

Deutsche Wohnen  
Management GmbH

Deutsche Wohnen  
Corporate Real Estate GmbH

kAtHARiNENHof®

Seniorenwohn- und Pflegeanlage  
Betriebs-GmbH

asset companies
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KATHARINENHOF® Seniorenwohn- und 
Pflegeanlage Betriebs-GmbH
in the business segment nursing we manage and market 
retirement and nursing homes for senior citizens, most 
of which are owned by deutsche wohnen under the 
brand Katharinenhof®. these facilities provide full 
in-patient care with the aim of enabling the residents to 
have an active lifestyle and maximum possible indepen-
dence. as part of assisted living, we also provide elderly 
people with comprehensive services which are appropri-
ate to senior citizens, in addition to the residential units.

Group legal structure

Registered capital and shares
the registered capital of deutsche wohnen ag 
amounted to eur 146.1 million as at 31 december 2012, 
and is divided into 146.1 million non-par value shares 
with a notional share of the registered capital of 
eur 1.00 per share. as at 31 december 2012, around 
99.93 % of the company’s shares were bearer shares 
(146,046,338 shares); the remaining approximately 
0.07 % were registered shares (96,520 shares). all 
shares carry the same rights and obligations. each 
share entitles the holder to one vote at the annual 
 general meeting and determines the basis for the divi-
sion of company profit amongst shareholders. the 
rights and obligations of shareholders are outlined in 
detail in the provisions of the german stock corporation 
act (aktg), in particular sections 12, 53a ff., 118 ff. and 
186 aktg. there are no shares with special rights that 
grant powers of control.

the management Board of deutsche wohnen ag is not 
aware of any restrictions with regard to voting rights or 
transfer of shares.

in the event of capital increases, the new shares are 
issued as bearer shares.

By resolution of the general shareholders’ meeting dated 
4 december 2012, which was entered into the commer-
cial register on 10 January 2013, the management Board 
has been authorised to increase the company’s regis-
tered capital, with the consent of the supervisory Board, 
by up to around eur 73.1 million once or several times 
in the period until 3 december 2017, by the issuance of 
up to around 73.1 million new ordinary bearer shares 
against cash contributions and/or contributions in kind 
(authorised capital 2012/ii); the original approved autho-
rised capital in the amount around eur 7.3 million was 
cancelled at the same time. the shareholders must in 
principle be granted subscription rights within the scope 
of the authorised capital. however, according to the 
detailed provisions of the articles of association, the 
management Board is authorised in certain cases to 
exclude the subscription rights of shareholders with the 
approval of the supervisory Board.

in a partial utilisation of the new authorised capital 
2012/ii, the company increased its registered capital in 
January 2013 to around eur 160.8 million by issuing 
14,614,285 new ordinary bearer shares (non-par value 
shares) against cash contributions with the subscription 
right excluded. the capital increase was registered 
into the commercial register on 17 January 2013. the 
authorised capital was reduced accordingly to around 
eur 58.5 million.

the registered capital can be contingently increased by 
up to around eur 25.58 million through the issue of up 
to 25.58 million new ordinary bearer shares with divi-
dend rights from the start of the financial year of their 
issuance (contingent capital 2012).

the contingent capital increase serves to grant shares 
to the owners or creditors of options or convertible 
bonds as well as profit participation rights with option or 
conversion rights which, in accordance with the autho-
risation of the annual general meeting of 6 June 2012, 
are issued up to 5 June 2017 by the company, or by 
dependent companies or enterprises in which the com-
pany has a majority shareholding. it shall only be exer-
cised insofar as option or conversion rights related to 
the aforementioned options or convertible bonds or 
profit participation rights are exercised, or if the conver-
sion obligations arising from such bonds are fulfilled, 
and provided own shares are not used to service the 
obligations.

Deutsche Wohnen AG annual financial statement and management report for the financial year 2012
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Shareholder structure*)

the following chart shows our shareholder structure 
(based on the most recent relevant notification from the 
respective shareholders according to the german secu-
rities trading act (wphg)) as at 19 february 2013:

Appointment and dismissal of members of 
the Management Board and amendments to 
the articles of association
members of the management Board are appointed and 
dismissed in accordance with sections 84 and 85 of the 
german stock corporation act (aktg). the supervisory 
Board appoints members of the management Board for 
a maximum of five years. a reappointment or an exten-
sion of the term of office are both permitted for a 
 maximum of five years. the articles of association of 
deutsche wohnen ag additionally stipulate in article 5 
that the management Board has to consist of at least 
two members and that otherwise the supervisory Board 
determines the number of management Board members. 
it may appoint deputy members of the management 
Board and nominate a member of the management 
Board as chief executive officer or spokesperson of the 
management Board.

according to section 119 [1] no. 5 of the german stock 
corporation act (aktg), the annual general meeting 
decides on changes to the articles of association. 
according to article 10 [5] of the articles of association, 
the supervisory Board is authorised to make changes to 
the articles of association which affect the wording only. 
according to article 10 [3] of the articles of association, 
the resolutions of the annual general meeting are 
passed by a simple majority of votes and, if a majority of 
shares is required, by a simple majority of capital, 
unless otherwise prescribed by law or the articles of 
association.

Shareholders

› 5 %
 sun life financial inc.1) 5.03 %

› 3 %
 first eagle investment management, llc 2) 4.72 %
 Zurich deutscher herold lebensversicherung ag 4.02 %
 Ärzteversorgung westfalen-lippe 3.33 %
  stichting pensioenfonds aBp3)/apg algemene 
pensioen groep n.V. 3.13 %

 mfs international Value fund 3.08 %
 Blackrock, inc.1) 3.03 %
 the capital group companies, inc.4) 3.02 %

8 institutional investors in total 29.36 %

 other 70.64 %

Freefloat according to Deutsche Börse 100.00 %

shareholder structure*) 
in %

*)  as at 19 february 2013 according to latest wphg (german securities 
exchange act) notification received from above stated shareholders

1)  attributed voting rights according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, 
no. 6 wphg in connection with article 22, section 1, sentence 2 wphg

2)  attributed voting rights according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, 
no. 6 wphg

3)  attributed voting rights according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, 
no. 1 wphg

4)  attributed voting rights according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, 
no. 6 wphg in connection with article 22, section 1, sentence 2 and 
sentence 3 wphg

Management Report
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group strategy and group control

Group strategy

deutsche wohnen regards itself as a portfolio manager 
for real estate in the areas of residential and nursing 
care with a clear focus on conurbations and metro-
politan areas in germany – our strategic core and 
growth regions are located there. our holdings are 
 currently located predominantly in greater Berlin, the 
rhine-main region including frankfurt/main, the rhine-
land with dusseldorf as its centre, as well as hanover/
Bruns wick/magdeburg. these locations are centres of 
high population density and are characterised by a 
 stable or dynamic development of economic parameters 
such as value creation, economic strength, income, 
innovative capacity and competitiveness.

Based on the current size and quality of the real estate 
portfolio, the focus on densely populated cities and metro-
politan areas of germany, and the high management 
quality of its executives, deutsche wohnen can look into 
the future with confidence.

Our competitive advantages
the competitive advantages of deutsche wohnen ag 
include:

•  an attractive and almost fully let residential portfolio in 
strategic core and growth regions with high rental 
potential in core+ regions;

•  high-quality nursing facilities with occupancy rates 
clearly above the market average;

•  an experienced management team with many years of 
expertise both in the residential as well as in the nurs-
ing segment;

•  scalability of the company platform and thus cost 
 efficiency potential through further growth;

•  a proven integration expertise;

•  a stable capital structure with a low debt ratio;

•  a stable cash flow on the one hand with a high level of 
liquidity for future acquisitions on the other hand; 

•  a steadily built shareholder base which supports our 
company policy, and

•  an improved creditworthiness as a result of a lowered 
debt ratio as well as a real estate portfolio with 
stronger earnings.

regarding our strategic portfolio structure, please refer 
to our explanations in chapter “portfolio management 
and portfolio strategy”.

Group control

all of deutsche wohnen’s actions are aimed at continu-
ously improving the earnings situation and thereby the 
internal financing capacity.

our dividend policy ensures that sufficient liquidity is 
available in the company for value-enhancing invest-
ments and that debt is kept at a level that is acceptable 
for this asset class.

at the holding level, all earnings and payment flows are 
aggregated in terms of the key figures of ffo, naV and 
ltV and assessed. at the same time, the investor rela-
tions department applies a benchmark across the rele-
vant peers on a quarterly basis. this swot analysis 
serves for the validation of deutsche wohnen in com-
parison to its key competitors.

Deutsche Wohnen AG annual financial statement and management report for the financial year 2012
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in the segment of residential property management, 
the development of the rent per square metre and the 
vacancy rate, differentiated according to defined port-
folios and/or regions, are the performance measures for 
management. this includes the scope and earnings of 
the new lettings and the development of the costs asso-
ciated with letting, such as maintenance, marketing of 
properties to let, operating costs and rental loss. all 
parameters are assessed on a monthly basis and are 
checked against detailed budget estimates. measures 
can be derived from this and strategies developed to 
realise rent increase potential while keeping cost develop-
ments under control, and thus to constantly improve 
operating results. this established system enables us to 
identify residential holdings with low development 
potential, but also to realise short-term potential for the 
company from portfolio acquisitions.

the disposals segment is managed by monitoring the 
disposal prices per sqm and the margin as the differ-
ence between the carrying amount and disposal price. 
in the process, the values obtained are compared to the 
target figures. they are also compared to the market on 
an ongoing basis and adjusted, where necessary. 

as part of regular reporting, asset management reports 
to the management Board on the development of the 
major indicators compared with the target figures. 
 furthermore, risks and opportunities are constantly 
assessed in the context of cluster valuation.

other operational expenses for staff expenses, general 
and administration expenses and the non-operational 
indicators such as finance expenses and taxes are also 
part of the central planning and controlling system and 
the monthly report to the management Board. current 
developments are also shown here and compared to the 
target figures.

financial expenses are of considerable importance, as 
they have a significant impact on group earnings and 
cash flow performance. the corporate finance depart-
ment of deutsche wohnen ag (holding company) is 
responsible for the management of financial expenses. 
active and ongoing management of the hedging rate, 
together with permanent market monitoring, enables the 
continuous optimisation of the financial result. in addi-
tion, the department is responsible for risk manage-
ment by expanding the debt capital portfolio to include 
new bank partners and insurance companies.

in the nursing segment, we generate internal growth 
most of all from increases in nursing care benefits and 
occupancy rates (in the area of residential nursing 
homes). in all Katharinenhof® facilities, rents and 
nursing fees are in the upper third of the relevant 
regional market average. reporting to the management 
Board regarding this segment is carried out on a 
monthly basis as well.

to measure the cash flow generated from operational 
business activities, and to compare this with target fig-
ures, we use as indicators adjusted profit before taxes 
(eBt) and funds from operations (ffo) prior to dispos-
als. consolidated profit/loss is then the starting value 
for determining the ffo, which is adjusted by depreci-
ation, one-off items, non-cash financial expenses and 
income, and tax expenses and income.

with the help of regular reporting, the management 
Board and specialist departments can evaluate the eco-
nomic development of the group in a timely manner and 
compare it with the figures from the previous month and 
year, as well as with the target figures. in addition, 
anticipated developments are determined by means of 
updated forecasts. in this way, opportunities as well as 
negative trends can be identified at short notice and 
measures can be taken to make use of these opportuni-
ties or countermeasures can be adopted.

overall, the increase in shareholder value is measured 
by the performance of the epra net asset Value (epra 
naV) and the total shareholder return (share price 
increase plus dividend).

Management Report
group strategy and group control
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portfolio management and 
portfolio strategy and portfolio valuation

Portfolio management and portfolio strategy

with the clear focus of our portfolio on conurbations and 
metropolitan areas, we also expect to profit in the future 
from the dynamics of these growth markets.

on the product side, we focus on the mid-price segment 
of middle-class residential neighbourhoods. the high 
proportion of listed estates from the weimar republic 
represents an important and unique feature of our port-
folio. these estates are still characterised by modern 
architecture, intelligent floor plans and very generously 
designed living environments.

in the context of our medium-term planning, we intend 
to further expand the portfolio of deutsche wohnen. it is 
our aim to increase our holdings in our present regions, 
and to break into new conurbations and metropolitan 
areas when appropriate market opportunities arise.

the following table summarises the acquisitions of 2012 
with their most important key data:

BauBeCon

Brunswick, 
 Dresden, 

Leipzig Berlin
Berlin, 

Potsdam

Number of residential units (rounded) 23,400 5,100 5,200 1,400

Gross acquisition price     

in EUR per sqm 815 770 710 1,022

In-place rent multiplier 13.0 13.4 13.1 15.8

FFO*) yield ~ 9 % ~ 9 % ~ 9 % ~ 9 %

*) ffo before disposals and before taxes after completed integration

we have invested nearly eur 1.8 billion in new real 
estate portfolios over the past twelve months. in the 
process, around eur 1.2 billion of additional debt capital 
was borrowed, and around eur 0.6 million of equity 
capital was invested. all these acquisitions will consid-
erably improve the profitability of the deutsche wohnen 
group in the next two years. with an ffo yield (before 
disposals and before taxes) which, following integration, 
is targeted to amount to an average of 9 % in relation to 
the equity invested, we are substantially above the group 
figure of 4.2 % as at 31 december 2011.

the equity raised in January 2013 with a premium on the 
epra naV puts us in the position to acquire additional 
portfolios of around eur 500 million.

Deutsche Wohnen AG annual financial statement and management report for the financial year 2012
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Oriented to growth
with the acquisitions made in 2012, our holdings have 
increased from 50,626 to 82,738 residential units. in the 
course of this process, our present portfolio clustering 
was expanded by the cluster core+. 

we now differentiate in terms of strategic core and 
growth regions – and within these, between core+ and 
core regions – and non-core regions, which before now 
were described as disposals regions.

after the newly defined clustering, the portfolio is struc-
tured, as at 31 december 2012 as follows compared to 
the previous year:

Residential

31/12/2012 31/12/2011

Residential 
units Area

Share of total 
portfolio

Residential 
units Area

Share of total 
portfolio

number sqm k % number sqm k %

Strategic core and 
growth regions 77,007 4,699 93 47,240 2,865 93

Letting portfolio 71,455 4,328 86 42,558 2,562 84

Privatisation 5,552 371 7 4,682 303 9

Core+ 51,587 3,086 62 38,436 2,304 76

Core 25,420 1,613 31 8,804 561 17

Non-core 5,731 366 7 3,386 211 7

Total 82,738 5,066 100 50,626 3,076 100

including acquisitions with transfer of risk and rewards on 1/1 and 1/2/2013 or 1 and 2/1/2012

deutsche wohnen now manages more than 82,700 resi-
dential units in total. 62 % of these are within core+ 
regions and 31 % in core regions. merely 7 % of the total 
residential holdings are classified as non-core and 
these will be subject to streamlining in the course of 
disposals.

considering acquisitions and disposals made in the area 
of privatisation during this period, our privatisation hold-
ings have increased by 870 to 5,552 units, so that we 
have access to a larger contingent for future privatisa-
tion measures.

Management Report
portfolio management and  portfolio strategy and portfolio valuation
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the following summary shows the portfolio as at 
31 december 2012 with information about the in-place 
rent and the vacancy rate:

Residential

31/12/2012

Residential 
units 

number

Share of total 
portfolio 

 %

in-place
rent1) 

EUR/sqm

Vacancy 

 %

Strategic core and growth regions 77,007 93 5.54 2.1
Core+ 51,587 62 5.73 1.9

Core 25,420 31 5.18 2.6

Non-core 5,731 7 4.76 8.6

Total 82,738 100 5.49 2.5

including acquisitions with transfer of risks and rewards on 1/1 and 1/2/2013
1) contractually owed rent from rented apartments divided by rented area

the annualised current gross rental income across the 
entire real estate holdings, including the nearly 1,000 
commercial units as well as the 21,000 parking spaces, 
amounts to around eur 341 million. if one considers 
only eleven months’ current gross rental income from 
the most recent acquisition of about 5,200 residential 
units in Berlin because the transfer of risks and rewards 
occurred on 1 february 2013, then the current gross 
rental income for 2013 – before taking into account 
rental shortfall rent due to disposals during the period 
as well as rental increases within the period – will be 
around eur 339 million.

Deutsche Wohnen AG annual financial statement and management report for the financial year 2012
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we summarise the most dynamic markets with strong 
rental growth in the cluster core+. these include greater 
Berlin, the rhine-main region and the rhineland with 
dusseldorf as its centre. the partial region of frankfurt/
main, which has existed in the past, will be included in 
the metropolitan area of rhine-main from now on. 

Residential

31/12/2012

Residential 
units 

number

Share of total 
portfolio 

 %

in-place
rent1) 

EUR/sqm

Vacancy 

 %

Core+ 51,587 62 5.73 1.9
Letting portfolio 48,436 59 5.73 1.6

Privatisation 3,151 4 5.68 5.7

Greater Berlin 40,692 49 5.48 1.4
Letting portfolio 38,842 47 5.50 1.3

Privatisation 1,850 2 5.14 4.5

Rhine-Main 9,275 11 6.71 3.3
Letting portfolio 8,142 10 6.78 2.6

Privatisation 1,133 1 6.28 7.9

Rhineland 1,620 2 6.34 2.6
Letting portfolio 1,452 2 6.25 2.6

Privatisation 168 0 6.87 2.7

including acquisitions with transfer of risk and rewards on 1/1 and 1/2/2013
1) contractually owed rent from rented apartments divided by rented area

Management Report
portfolio management and  portfolio strategy and portfolio valuation
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the cluster core covers markets with moderately rising 
rents and stable rent development forecasts. these 
include hanover/Brunswick/magdeburg, the rhine Valley 
south and north as well as central germany with 
 dresden, leipzig, halle (saale) and erfurt.

Residential

31/12/2012

Residential 
units 

number

Share of total 
portfolio 

 %

in-place
rent1) 

EUR/sqm

Vacancy 

 %

Core 25,420 31 5.18 2.6
Letting portfolio 23,019 28 5.16 2.4

Privatisation 2,401 3 5.37 3.8

Hanover/Brunswick/Magdeburg 10,929 13 5.21 3.2
Letting portfolio 10,028 12 5.15 3.2

Privatisation 901 1 5.88 3.3

Rhine Valley South 4,952 6 5.39 1.8
Letting portfolio 4,653 6 5.39 1.4

Privatisation 299 0 5.46 7.9

Rhine Valley North 2,944 4 5.12 1.4
Letting portfolio 2,798 3 5.09 0.8

Privatisation 146 0 5.65 11.2

Central Germany 3,777 5 5.04 2.5
Letting portfolio 3,777 5 5.04 2.5

Privatisation 0 0 0.00 0.0

Other2) 2,818 3 4.99 2.8
Letting portfolio 1,763 2 5.05 3.3

Privatisation 1,055 1 4.90 1.9

including acquisitions with transfer of risks and rewards on 1/1 and 1/2/2013
1) contractually owed rent from rented apartments divided by rented area
2) essentially, Kiel/luebeck

Deutsche Wohnen AG annual financial statement and management report for the financial year 2012
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we intend to gradually dispose of holdings in residential 
units in the cluster non-core for reasons of portfolio 
strategy. in particular, the residential holdings “disposal” 
are to be sold off more quickly because of structural 
risks.

Residential

31/12/2012

Residential 
units 

number

Share of total 
portfolio 

 %

in-place
rent1) 

EUR/sqm

Vacancy 

 %

Non-core 5,731 7 4.76 8.6
Disposal 2,246 3 4.69 12.7

Other 3,485 4 4.80 6.0

1) contractually owed rent for the rented residential units divided by rental area

in the course of the acquisitions made in 2012, the non-
core holdings increased from 3,386 to 5,731 residential 
units. the share of the overall holdings, however, 
remains unchanged at 7 %. in the financial year 2012 
we sold nearly 1,300 units from the non-core holdings, 
half of which were “disposal” and the other half “other 
holdings”.

overall, the acquisitions in our strategic core and growth 
regions in combination with selected disposals strength-
ened the yield of our portfolio.

Management Report
portfolio management and  portfolio strategy and portfolio valuation
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Portfolio valuation

the further improved operational development of the 
portfolio and the higher purchase prices realised in the 
market with a markedly higher transaction volume led 
to an increase in the value of the property holdings by 
2.8 % or eur 119.2 million as at the reporting date. this 
valuation result was confirmed as at the reporting date 
by an external valuation report on these holdings by 
cB richard ellis. 

the following table shows the revaluation of our holdings:

fair value 
Residential

31/12/2012

fair value 

EUR m

fair value 

EUR/sqm

Multiple
in-place rent 

 

Multiple
market rent 

 

Strategic core and growth regions 4,148 981 14.5 12.6
Core+ 3,036 1,080 15.3 13.0

Core 1,111 785 12.7 11.7

Non-core 173 540 10.5 9.0

Total 4,320 950 14.3 12.4

without taking into account acquisitions with transfer of risks and rewards on 1/1 and 1/2/2013

Deutsche Wohnen AG annual financial statement and management report for the financial year 2012
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employees

the long-term success of deutsche wohnen group is to 
a significant extent based on the high degree of expertise 
and the great personal commitment of its employees.

for the integration of the new portfolio, deutsche wohnen 
is planning to hire more than 100 new employees for the 
residential business segment. the new employees will 
primarily work at the Berlin head office and the new sites 
in hanover, Brunswick and magdeburg, as well as in 
 central germany. the largest staff increase in this process 
will be made at deutsche wohnen management gmbh.

in the process of expanding our staff, we have also 
strengthened the management team of deutsche wohnen 
ag. in doing so, we succeeded in getting experienced 
experts on board in the corporate development, cor-
porate finance as well as m&a departments.
 
the new employees will find an established corporate 
 culture, flat hierarchies and secure jobs at the 
deutsche wohnen group. in order to motivate our 
employees and bind them to our company for the long 
term, we offer a performance-related remuneration sys-
tem and attractive opportunities for personal develop-
ment. in the context of staff development, we support 
the specialist and management careers of our employ-
ees individually and over the long term. our manage-
ment team is being prepared for the future challenges 
to face our company with the help of management and 
development programmes.

in acquiring new talent, deutsche wohnen group par-
ticularly draws on its own young employees. we have 
trained young people to become specialists in the real 
estate industry for many years – with great success. 
many of our former trainees hold management posi-
tions in the company today. in 2012, 95 trainees took 
part in our training programme.

sustainability report

deutsche wohnen embraces its social responsibility, 
and its business activities are guided by the principles of 
sustainability. we do not see the ecological, social and 
economic dimensions of our business as contradictions, 
but as elements that can be harmonised to achieve sus-
tainable and therefore long-term company growth. 
against this background, deutsche wohnen initiated a 
process in the middle of 2012 for developing a sustain-
ability strategy. the result of this process will be docu-
mented in a sustainability report.

Employees of Deutsche Wohnen Group 
(excl. trainees) 1,417

thereof men in % 23

thereof women in % 77

Number of trainees 95

Portion of women in 
management positions in % 52

Staff turnover rate in % 2.7

Average age in years 43

all information is data as at reporting date of 31/12/2012 
and also includes the Katharinenhof® group

overview of employee figures at Deutsche Wohnen Group

Residential 
(including 
holding): 
382

Nursing 
and 

Assisted 
 Living: 

1,035

Management Report
portfolio management and  portfolio strategy and portfolio valuation
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significant economic factors

General economic conditions

Global economy
the development of the world economy in 2012 was 
considerably influenced by the sovereign debt and 
banking crisis as well as the macroeconomic crisis in 
the eurozone. these factors caused a great amount of 
insecurity in global markets and led to a cooling down 
of the worldwide economy. in its report, the council of 
economic experts for the evaluation of the overall 
 economic development assumes weakened global 
 economic growth of probably 3.3 % for 2012.1) 

in its winter Baselines 2013, the german institute for 
economic research (diw) also assumes weaker world-
wide economic growth in the past year. accordingly, it is 
expected to have fallen to 3.2 % in 2012 from 4.2 % in 
2011. the causes of the decline are primarily the slow-
down in economic development in emerging countries 
and, at the same time, the continuing weak economic 
dynamics of the developed economies. the crisis in the 
eurozone is playing an important role in this scenario.2)

Development in Germany
at the start of 2012, the economy in germany continued 
to develop without showing any real effects from the 
eurozone crisis. however, economic development in 
germany was weakened due to the re-emergence of the 
eurozone crisis in the middle of the year, and the un-
expected slowdown in the global economy. the resul- 
ting insecurity, which started to increase once again, 
prompted companies to reduce their investments. more-
over, private households also responded by being more 
cautious in their spending for fear of job losses, even 
though the employment situation in germany can be 
regarded as favourable.2) according to initial calculations 
by the federal statistics office, the price-adjusted gross 
domestic product (gdp) rose in germany by 0.7 % in 
2012. at the same time, german foreign trade proved to 
be very robust in a difficult foreign trade environment.3)

in its winter Baselines, the diw assumes an increase 
in real gross domestic product of 0.8 % for 2012, and 
forecasts for germany a growth in real gross domestic 
product of 0.9 % in 2013.2)

 

for the second consecutive time, the federal statistics 
office was expecting rising population figures in 
 germany. accordingly, the number of inhabitants was 
expected to rise to 82.0 million people by the end of 2012. 
this development was caused by a large population 
influx – according to the estimate of the federal statis-
tics office – of 340,000 persons from  foreign countries. 
this was counteracted by the deficit in births, which will 
probably be between 185,000 and 200,000 persons.4)

German residential property market

Demographic change and supply and demand 
for residential property
the residential property market in germany has 
changed noticeably in the past few years. a clear pro-
cess of urbanisation can be seen. in some of the large 
cities and conurbations excess demand is starting to 
become apparent. this development is caused by 
increasing numbers of households and rising expecta-
tions in terms of living space. in addition, the favourable 
job market situation in germany is encouraging migra-
tion from abroad. Based on this trend, it is assumed that 
there will be growing demand for residential property in 
germany until 2025 – up to an estimated 41.14 million 
households. in metropolitan areas a growth in house-
holds of more than 10 % is expected by 2025.

moreover, the considerable insecurity in the capital 
markets is making apartments increasingly attractive as 
a capital investment and hedge against inflation.

furthermore, new apartments have only been built to a 
limited extent in recent years. however, the current 
increase in the amount of planning permission granted 
illustrates that building activity is picking up and is 
therefore responding at a delay to rising demand. at the 
same time, this new building activity is increasing par-
ticularly in markets where there is strong demand for 
apartments. it has to be feared in this regard, however, 
that the development in supply will be unable to keep 
pace with demand over the short term, and that excess 
demand will result in the meantime.
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5)  report on the rental and real estate industry in germany 2012
6)  federal statistics office, press release no. 17/13 of 15 January 2013 

in conjunction with the market report on the economic situation in Berlin 
3rd Quarter 2012, forecast 2012/2013

7)  press release from the statistics office of Berlin-Brandenburg 
dated 24 January 2013

8)  status 31/12/2012, mB-research gmbh
9)  economy and statistics of the city of potsdam, dated march 2013
10)  statistics office, population level of Berlin, september 2012 

in conjunction with statistics about Berlin (short version) 2012
11)  population forecast for Berlin and districts 2011–2030, october 2012 

in conjunction with BBu real estate market monitor 2012
12)  iBB housing market report 2011
13) BBu market monitor real estate 2012

while rents and prices are on the rise in the growth 
regions, and new building is also required, the opposite 
is happening in the shrinking and mostly rural areas: 
the residential property industry there is confronted 
with a declining population, increasing vacancies and a 
drop in prices and rents. consequently, the develop-
ment of the residential market in germany is not 
homogeneous. the greatest rental price increases for 
new lettings and re-lettings in 2011 were to be found 
mainly in large cities, such as Berlin with + 7.4 % or 
hamburg with + 8.8 %.5)

Core+ regions

the core+ regions consist of regions with a high popula-
tion density and a dynamic economic development. they 
include: greater Berlin, the regions rhine-main and 
frankfurt/main as well as the rhineland region with 
dusseldorf.

Greater Berlin
Berlin is both the german capital and germany’s largest 
city with more than 3.5 million inhabitants and a work-
force numbering 1.7 million. at the same time, it gener-
ates a gross domestic product of around eur 101 billion. 

the greater Berlin area consists of the city of Berlin as 
well as its outskirts, foremost amongst them is the city 
of potsdam.

Berlin as a scientific and economic location
the positive economic trend in Berlin continues. accord-
ing to an initial forecast, the 1.4 % increase in Berlin’s 
gross domestic product is greater than the average 
increase for the whole of germany (0.7 %).6) with 2.5 %, 
Berlin also has the strongest increase in employment of 
all the federal states in 2012.7) the purchasing power of 
the federal capital likewise rose by 4 % to eur 18,883 
per capita in comparison to the previous year. it is, how-
ever, markedly below the germany-wide average of 
eur 20,554 per capita.8)

Because of its geographical location, its convenient 
transport network and the specialist academic pro-
grammes at its universities, the city plays an important 
role in the expansion of international economic rela-
tions. additionally, with its large number of universities 
and research institutes, Berlin has an excellent reputa-
tion as a region for science and research. 

the very positive economic situation in Berlin also has 
an impact on its outskirts. in particular, the federal 
state capital of Brandenburg, potsdam, should be men-
tioned here. for years it has had a positive migration 
balance. in 2011, there were a total of 157,361 inhabit-
ants in the city. the forecasts up to 2020 assume there 
will be an additional influx and are expecting the num-
ber of inhabitants to increase to 164,000.9)

Residential property market Berlin
Berlin continues to grow: the number of inhabitants 
increased in 2011 by nearly 40,000 to more than 
3.502 million. as at 30 september 2012, the statistics 
office of Berlin-Brandenburg forecast a population level 
of 3.531 million.10) one cause of this strong growth is, 
amongst other factors, the influx of people from abroad. 
the Berlin senate is expecting a population increase of 
about 254,000 by 2030.11)

in 2012, nearly two million households were counted in 
the census. on average 1.72 persons live in one 
 household: this makes Berlin the city of one-person 
households. according to the forecasts of the senate 
department for urban development, the household 
size will fall even further to 1.70 persons per household 
by 2020.12)

the number of completed residential units in Berlin 
rose only modestly in 2011 from 1,924 to 1,990 residen-
tial units. construction permits for new multi-family 
houses, however, increased considerably by 72 % to 
3,519 residential units in 2011 compared to the previous 
year (2,042 residential units). compared to the annual 
influx of population and the increase in the number of 
households, however, this construction activity cannot 
compensate for the rising demand for living space.13)

the most recent rent index, which was published in 
2011, already illustrated the excess demand in Berlin. 
according to the index, average rents rose by 7.9 % to 
eur 5.21 per sqm. this trend had been visible for some 
time in rising rents for new lettings. an up-to-date rent 
index will be published in 2013.

Management Report
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Rhine-Main region including Frankfurt/Main
with around 5.57 million inhabitants, a workforce of 
approximately 2.89 million people and a gross domestic 
product of about eur 200 billion, the rhine-main region 
with frankfurt/main is one of the most significant eco-
nomic regions in germany. the internationally outstand-
ing position of the region is owed to its role as a major 
financial market, exhibition centre and transport hub.

Frankfurt/Main as an economic location
in the rhine-main region, frankfurt/main is the most 
important city. the population has been steadily rising 
over the past few years. in June 2012, frankfurt/main 
passed the mark of 700,000 residents – as at 30 sep-
tember 2012, the population figure stated by the city 
administration was 704,449 inhabitants. frankfurt/main 
is, in terms of its number of inhabitants, the largest city 
in the state of hesse and germany’s fifth largest city.

the city is the central transport hub of europe. the air-
port offers connections to important destinations world-
wide. the road network is connected directly to the 
european network by its motorways and interstate 
roads. additionally, frankfurt/main is an international 
trade fair and trading centre. a total of more than 40 
trade fairs and exhibitions take place there each year. 
furthermore, the city is the undisputed stock exchange 
and financial centre in germany. 

the population in the city of frankfurt/main has an 
above-average purchasing power of eur 23,332 per 
inhabitant. the purchasing power of the entire rhine-
main region, which is at eur 21,073 per capita, is also 
above average. the german average is eur 20,554.14) 

Residential property market Frankfurt/Main
the continually rising population figures in frankfurt are 
evidence of the region’s attractiveness as a place to live 
and work. the population increased by 47,593 between 
2000 and 2011. the population forecast predicts further 
growth by 2030 to more than 720,000 inhabitants. here 
too, the number of households is rising more sharply 
due to the tendency of more people to live alone.15)

specifically for households with a low to medium 
income, the situation in the residential market is leading 
to a shortage of supply. apartments in frankfurt that are 
finished to a medium-to-good standard command rents 
of eur 7.00 per sqm to eur 16.00 per sqm. depending 
on quality and location, these prices are exceeded con-
siderably in desirable residential areas. the current 
amount of new construction cannot meet the growing 
need for living space.16)

Rhineland region with Dusseldorf
our core region rhineland includes the city of dussel-
dorf as its centre. with its 591,000 inhabitants and a 
workforce numbering 490,000, dusseldorf is the capital 
of the federal state of north rhine-westphalia and an 
economically powerful centre in the region. with a gross 
domestic product per person in paid work of eur 86,384, 
the entire gross domestic product of dusseldorf 
amounts to around eur 42 billion in total.17)

Dusseldorf as an economic location
dusseldorf has an important economic structure, and 
many consolidated companies with international opera-
tions are represented there. the consultancy and trade 
sectors are of particular importance.
 
all in all, more than 1,660 consulting firms, including 
mcKinsey & company, inc. and the Boston consulting 
group gmbh, have registered offices in dusseldorf. this 
makes the city the top location in germany for consult-
ing firms. in addition, dusseldorf is one of the most sig-
nificant german trade centres with more than 6,200 
wholesale and retail enterprises and a sales area of 
810,000 sqm. numerous large national and international 
trading groups have their headquarters here, for exam-
ple the metro group, electronic partner, c&a or peek & 
cloppenburg. furthermore, the two daX-listed groups 
henkel and e.on are based in dusseldorf.

the city is at the same time a large and attractive sales 
market. at eur 24,661 per person, the purchasing 
power in dusseldorf is far greater than the national 
average.18)

14) status 31/12/2012, mB – research gmbh
15)  statistical almanac of frankfurt/main, 2012 in conjunction with 

forecast of the Bertelsmann foundation, retrieved on 18/02/2013
16)  chamber of commerce, residential market report 2012, december 2012
17) city of dusseldorf, presentation dated 04/07/2012
18) status 31/12/2012, mB-research gmbh – purchasing power in germany
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Residential property market in Dusseldorf
the growth trend in the population figures, which has 
existed since the year 2000, will continue according to 
the demographic report of the city. in the forecast a rise 
in the number of inhabitants to around 605,500 in the 
year 2025 is expected.19) 

in the first half-year of 2012 rents amounted to eur 8.95 
per sqm on average, which is equivalent to a 5.3 % 
increase compared to the same period of the previous 
year (eur 8.50 per sqm). this development in rents 
underscores the rental price dynamics of the market 
and the increased demand.20)

Core regions

in its core regions deutsche wohnen includes regions 
with a good economic situation and stable economic 
prospects. among these are hanover, Brunswick and 
magdeburg.

hanover, the state capital of lower saxony, currently 
has more than 516,000 inhabitants. the population of 
Brunswick is more than 245,000 and that of magdeburg 
more than 231,000. the purchasing power of hanover 
and Brunswick, at eur 21,487 and eur 21,809 per capita 
respectively, is above the national average. magdeburg’s 
purchasing power is eur 17,720 per capita.21)

Economic location
these cities are located in the centre of germany. 
densely populated areas such as Berlin, the ruhr region 
and southern germany can be reached quickly via the 
existing transport links – motorway, railway as well as 
an airport. this geographical location gives the region 
logistical advantages, with the result that companies 
such as dhl, dB schenker, ups or hermes operate 
from here. traditionally, the automobile industry – e. g. 
Volkswagen – has been another strong sector in the 
region’s economy. moreover, hanover and magdeburg 
are home to their respective federal state governments.

the city of Brunswick, which is located near hanover, 
has developed into an important centre of commerce 
and research in europe. scientific organisations and 
research institutes work closely together with the local 
companies here. the spectrum spans from biotechnol-
ogy to transport technology.

mechanical and plant engineering has traditionally been 
an important industrial sector in magdeburg. in addition, 
logistics, health care and environmental technologies 
represent viable core areas of business in the region’s 
economy. alongside these industries, magdeburg’s uni-
versities add to its appeal as business location. together 
with companies and research institutes – such as the 
fraunhofer institute or the max-planck institute for 
dynamics – magdeburg’s universities form a network of 
research and innovation network in this region.

Residential property market
the residential property market in hanover is also posi-
tively influenced by the demographic development there. 
an influx of 12,000 people is expected in hanover by 
2025.22) according to a residential property market study 
by the department for urban development of the city of 
hanover, rents for new lettings have increased by 9.5 % 
since 2005 to eur 6.21 per sqm.23) the vacancy rate has 
been falling since 2006 and is currently below 3 %, which 
corresponds to natural fluctuation.22)

for Brunswick as well, an increase in the demand for 
residential units is predicted.24) the rent index is already 
showing an increase in existing rents over the last two 
years of up to 5 %.

compared to the rural areas of saxony-anhalt, the city 
of magdeburg will have a stable demographic structure 
in the coming years and will not be affected by popula-
tion losses for now. the residential property market in 
the state capital has a structural excess of nearly 17,500 
units. however, the vacancies are concentrated in resi-
dential holdings that have not been refurbished. the 
number of such holdings will be reduced by the city over 
the medium term.25)

19)  demography report 2011, dusseldorf 
20)  Jll housing market dusseldorf, 1st half-year 2012 in conjunction 

with the housing market report dusseldorf 2010/2011
21)  status 31/12/2012, mB-research gmbh – purchasing power 2012 

in germany
22)  region hanover, real estate market report 2012
23)  state capital hanover – department for urban development – 

 small-scale housing market study 2011, september 2012
24)  nBank – residential property market study 2010/2011 – 

perspective 2030
25)  city of magdeburg – integrated urban development concept – 

magdeburg 2025
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notes on the financial performance and 
financial position of deutsche wohnen ag

Financial performance of Deutsche Wohnen AG

2012 2011 Changes Changes

in EUR m in EUR m in EUR m in %

Revenues 9.4 10.0 -0.6 -6

Other operating income 6.9 3.7 3.2 86

Staff expenses – 8.9 – 7.2 – 1.7 24

Other operating expenses – 36.2 – 20.5 – 15.7 77

Depreciation and amortisation – 1.6 – 1.6 0.0 0

Operating result – 30.4 – 15.6 – 14.8 95

Net income from interest – 0.2 – 3.7 3.5 – 95

Income from shareholdings 2.7 8.0 – 5.3 – 66

Extraordinary result 20.0 0.0 20.0 n/a

Extraordinary depreciations and amortisations – 1.0 0.0 – 1.0 n/a

Annual profits/losses – 8.9 – 11.3 2.4 – 21

deutsche wohnen ag acts as a holding company and 
generates revenue from business management services 
for the entire group.

the increase in other operating income is primarily 
related to transaction costs resulting from the acquisition 
of BauBecon group, which were initially paid by 
deutsche wohnen ag and lastly passed on to subsidiaries.

the increase in staff expenses is essentially due to the 
hiring of new employees, variable remuneration com-
ponents as well as special premiums for the employ-
ees and the managerial staff in the expired financial 
year 2012.

the other operating expenses include in particular costs 
of eur 17.2 million for the capital increase (previous 
year: eur 7.4 million) as well as transaction costs from 
the BauBecon group acquisition.

the net income from interest consists of interest 
expenses in the amount of eur 11.8 million (previous 
year: eur 8.6 million) and interest income of 
eur 11.6 million (previous year: eur 4.9 million). the 
higher interest expenses are connected to interim trans-
action financing. the interest income rose as funds from 
the capital increases in 2011 and 2012 were passed on in 
the form of group-internal financing for acquisitions.

income from shareholdings consists of expenses from 
the acquisition of subsidiaries, income from profit trans-
fer agreements and control agreements amounting to 
eur 6.7 million (previous year: eur 2.1 million) and 
income from shareholdings and profit transfers amount-
ing to eur 9.4 million (previous year: eur 10.1 million).

the extraordinary income results from the settlement 
concluded in the financial year 2011 between 
deutsche wohnen ag and rreef management gmbh 
(rreef) regarding the loss equalisation on basis of a 
control agreement for the financial years 1999 until mid-
2006. this settlement was subject to the suspensive 
condition of approval by the general meeting of 
deutsche wohnen ag, which was given in June 2012.

Deutsche Wohnen AG annual financial statement and management report for the financial year 2012
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Financial position of Deutsche Wohnen AG

31/12/2012 31/12/2011 Changes

in EUR m in % in EUR m in % in EUR m

Assets 440.3 35.1 289.9 35.8 150.4

Receivables and other assets 808.7 64.5 419.3 51.7 389.4

Cash and bank balances 5.3 0.4 101.3 12.5 -96.0

1,254.3 100.0 810.5 100.0 443.8

Equity 1,064.2 84.8 635.4 78.4 428.8

Provisions 9.3 0.7 8.8 1.1 0.5

Liabilities 180.8 14.5 166.3 20.5 14.5

1,254.3 100.0 810.5 100.0 443.8

the fixed assets of deutsche wohnen amounting to 
eur 440.3 million (previous year: eur 289.9 million) pri-
marily consist of investments in affiliated companies 
amounting to eur 436.6 million. 

receivables and other assets primarily consist of receiv-
ables from affiliated companies amounting to 
eur 808.0 million (previous year: eur 419.0 million), 
which have increased through the equity of 
deutsche wohnen ag in the context of the financing 
for acquisitions. 

the decrease in cash and cash equivalents is due to 
acquisitions made by subsidiaries.

deutsche wohnen was able to meet its financial obliga-
tions at all times in the financial year 2012.

the equity of deutsche wohnen ag increased in the 
financial year 2012 as a result of the capital increase 
(gross proceeds: eur 461.2 million) and was diminished 
by the annual loss of eur 8.9 million as well as the pay-
ment of a dividend in the amount of eur 23.5 million. 
the registered capital amounts to eur 146.1 million 
(previous year: eur 102.3 million). the equity ratio 
amounts to 85 % (previous year: 78 %).

the increase in liabilities is mostly caused by the affili-
ations with subsidiaries as well as the borrowing of a 
new bank loan in the amount of eur 14 million.

the debt ratio of deutsche wohnen ag (ratio of debt 
capital to total assets) as at the reporting date is 15 % 
(previous year: 22 %) 

the presentation of a detailed statement of cash flows is 
waived in accordance with section 264 para. 1, sentence 2 
of the german commercial code (hgB).

the cash flows of deutsche wohnen ag from operating 
activities is generally negative due to its holding acti-
vities. it was eur 12.0 million in 2012 (previous year: 
eur – 4.1 million) on basis of one-off income from the 
rreef settlement.

cash flows from financing activities amounted to 
eur -105.0 million (previous year: eur 105.0 million). 
deutsche wohnen ag received eur 461.2 million 
as a result of the capital increase (previous year: 
eur 186.5 million), which appeared alongside the costs 
of the capital increase in the amount of eur 17.2 million 
(previous year: eur 7.4 million). furthermore, the 
 dividend for the previous financial year in the amount of 
eur 23.5 million (previous year: eur 16.4 million) year 
was paid out. as part of the group-wide cash manage-
ment, funds in the amount of eur 537.8 million 
 (previous year: eur 76.1 million) (net) were passed on to 
subsidiary companies.

in 2012 deutsche wohnen invested around eur 1.9 mil-
lion (previous year: eur 0.8 million) primarily in soft-
ware, and operating and business equipment.

deutsche wohnen ag has sufficient liability to meet its 
payment obligations through the internal cash manage-
ment system and external credit lines.

Management Report
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events after the reporting date

we successfully carried out a capital increase after the 
balance sheet date. on 15 January 2013, deutsche wohnen 
placed 14,614,285 new ordinary bearer shares with insti-
tutional investors nationally and internationally by way of 
an accelerated book building. the new shares are fully 
entitled to dividends for the financial year 2012. the 
subscription rights of the shareholders were excluded in 
this process. the shares were issued in partial utilisa-
tion of the authorised capital approved by the extraordi-
nary general meeting in december. the placement price 
was eur 13.35 per share. we thereby achieved gross 
proceeds in the amount of eur 195.1 million.

as at 1 January 2013, the transfer of risks and rewards 
regarding a portfolio of 5,100 residential units in Bruns-
wick, dresden, leipzig and erfurt, which had been 
acquired by deutsche wohnen, took place. the gross 
acquisition price amounted to around eur 770 per sqm, 
with an ffo yield before taxes of around 9 %.

as at 1 february 2013, the transfer of risks and rewards 
for an additional portfolio, which consists of 5,200 resi-
dential units in Berlin, took place. the gross acquisition 
price amounted to around eur 710 per sqm with an ffo 
yield before taxes of around 9 %.

in addition, Katharinenhof® took over four nursing 
homes with 425 places from lebenswerk gmbh in 
 Berlin. the risks and rewards were transferred as at 
15 January 2013.

we are not aware of any other significant events after 
the reporting date.

risk and opportunity report

Risk management

deutsche wohnen ag continually examines opportuni-
ties that arise and that can be used to secure the con-
tinued development and growth of the group. in order to 
be able to take advantage of these opportunities, risks 
must also be taken, where appropriate. in this situation, 
knowing, assessing and controlling all the important 
aspects are of great importance. only in this way we can 
take a professional approach to risks. for this purpose, 
a central risk management system has been imple-
mented in deutsche wohnen, which ensures the identi-
fication, measurement, control and monitoring of all 
material risks relevant to the group. a central compo-
nent of this system is detailed reporting, which is con-
tinuously being monitored and developed. using the 
 relevant key operating figures and financial data, it cre-
ates a link to the identified risk areas. we focus in par-
ticular on the key figures for the development of lettings 
and residential privatisations, the cash flow, liquidity 
and the key figures of the balance sheet.

through intensive communication at the management 
level of the group, all decision-makers are aware of any 
relevant developments in the company at all times. 
divergent developments or emerging risks that could 
potentially threaten the continued operations of the 
group are thereby discovered early and appropriate 
remedial actions are taken.

the information from risk management is documented 
on a quarterly basis. the supervisory Board receives 
comprehensive information on all relevant issues and 
developments of the group at each of its meetings. in 
addition, the internal risk management guide is updated 
as required. 

the risk management system sees itself as part of the 
internal control system with respect to the accounting 
procedures.

Deutsche Wohnen AG annual financial statement and management report for the financial year 2012
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the main features of the existing internal control system 
and risk management system in relation to the (group) 
accounting procedures at deutsche wohnen can be 
summarised as follows:

•  deutsche wohnen is characterised by a clear orga-
nisational, corporate, controlling and monitoring 
structure.

•  there are group-wide planning, reporting, controlling 
and early-warning systems and processes for the 
comprehensive analysis and control of risk factors 
 relevant to financial performance and risks that 
threaten continued operations.

•  the functions in all areas of the financial reporting 
process (e. g. financial accounting, controlling) are 
clearly assigned.

•  the it systems implemented in the accounting sys-
tems are protected against unauthorised access.

•  primarily standardised software is used in the area of 
financial systems.

•  adequate internal guidelines (e. g. consisting of a 
group-wide risk management policy) have been estab-
lished and are adjusted as necessary.

•  the departments involved in the accounting proce-
dures meet quantitative and qualitative requirements.

•  the completeness and accuracy of accounting data is 
checked regularly through random sampling and 
plausibility tests using both manual and software 
checks. 

•  significant accounting-related processes are subject 
to regular audits. the existing group-wide risk man-
agement system is continually adapted to current 
trends and continually checked for its functionality on 
an ongoing basis.

•  the dual-control principle is applied to all accounting 
procedures.

•  the supervisory Board deals, among other things, with 
important accounting issues, risk management, com-
missioning the audit and the main focus of the audit.

the internal control and risk management system with 
respect to the accounting procedures, of which the 
essential characteristics are described above, ensures 
that business issues are properly recorded, processed 
and honoured in the balance sheet, and included as 
such in the external accounts.

this clear organisational, corporate, controlling and 
monitoring structure, as well as the sufficient resources 
within the accounting system in staff and material 
expenses provides the basis for efficient work for those 
areas involved in the accounting process. clear legal 
and corporate standards and guidelines ensure uniform 
and proper accounting procedures. 

the internal control and risk management system 
ensures that the accounts at deutsche wohnen ag and 
all consolidated subsidiaries are uniform and in line 
with legal and regulatory requirements and internal 
guidelines.

Risk report

Strategic risks
Risk due to a failure to recognise trends: not recognis-
ing market developments and trends can lead to risks 
affecting the viability of the group as a going concern. to 
minimise these risks, all divisions are regularly reminded 
to closely observe developments in their sectors and 
promptly inform risk management of any changes. risk 
management will then take appropriate action.

Legal and corporate law risks
Legal risks which could potentially result in losses for 
the company may under some circumstances arise from 
non-compliance with statutory regulations, the non-
implementation of new or amended legislation, the lack 
of comprehensive regulations in concluded contracts or 
insufficient management of insurance arrangements. 

orders to cease construction work and incomplete 
building permits could also have a negative effect lead-
ing to unplanned costs and construction delays. the 
clearing of contamination and the implementation of 
amendments to statutory provisions may result in 
increased costs. 

Management Report
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Corporate law risks: further risks may arise out of 
future mergers or ones that have already taken place. in 
order to counteract these risks, the management Board 
orders all necessary analyses in specific cases, in order 
to gain an overall picture and to get ideas on how the 
identified risks can be dealt with. in addition, the 
 management Board takes detailed advice from the 
internal “legal/compliance” department as well as 
from external legal advisers from renowned law firms 
before the start of substantive negotiations. the man-
agement Board is aware that strategic external growth 
should not be pursued under all circumstances. 

IT risks
deutsche wohnen ag uses sap as its group-wide it 
application. 

generally, there is a fundamental risk of a total failure 
of this application, which could lead to significant dis-
ruptions to business operations. as a result, the pro-
vision of functioning operational, maintenance and 
administration processes, as well as of effective moni-
toring mechanisms, has been contractually agreed 
between deutsche wohnen and its it service provider. 
this is designed to prevent such a system failure and 
any possible associated data losses.

Staff risks
a decisive factor in the commercial success of 
deutsche wohnen is the staff with their knowledge and 
special skills. however, there is still a danger that 
deutsche wohnen may not be able to keep the most 
qualified and suitable employees in the company. we 
counteract this by providing a stimulating work environ-
ment and financial and non-financial incentives. we 
believe that deutsche wohnen is one of the most attrac-
tive employers in its sector.

Market risks
market risks may arise in the lettings market if the eco-
nomic situation in germany deteriorates, causing mar-
ket rents to stagnate or fall. in a stagnant or shrinking 
economy there may also be increased unemployment, 
which will limit the financial resources of tenants. in 
addition, a decline in net disposable income – whether 
because of unemployment, tax increases, tax adjust-
ments or increases in service charges – can lead to 
fewer new lettings, lower new-letting rents and rising 
vacancy rates, and thus have a negative effect on the 
business operations of deutsche wohnen.

if the economic situation in germany should deteriorate, 
there is also a risk that jobs will be cut. this could lead 
to a loss of regular income for tenants, who would there-
fore be unable to pay rents or pay rents on time. man-
agement considers the probability of occurrence of this 
risk to be low. it can be averted in advance through close 
contact with the tenants and early recognition of finan-
cial problems. tenants can then be offered smaller and 
more affordable apartments from deutsche wohnen’s 
diversified portfolio.

in addition, an overall economic downturn can lead to 
a declining interest in acquiring property. in the areas 
of both individual privatisation and block sales there 
would be a risk that investments would be postponed by 
 potential buyers and that therefore the disposal plans of 
deutsche wohnen will be delayed.

Deutsche Wohnen AG annual financial statement and management report for the financial year 2012
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Property risks
property risks may arise at the level of the individual 
properties, the portfolio and the location of the property. 

at the level of the individual property this comprises, in 
particular, maintenance failures, structural damage, 
inadequate fire protection or wear and tear by the ten-
ant. furthermore, risks may arise from contamination 
including wartime contamination, pollutants in soil and 
harmful substances in building materials as well as 
from possible breaches of building requirements. at the 
portfolio level, risks appear as a result of a concentra-
tion in the structure of the holdings. such risks may 
include increased maintenance and refurbishment costs 
and an increased difficulty in letting units. 

Financial risks
with a variety of interests and a complex ownership 
structure, increased transparency and greater manage-
ment input are needed to avoid a negative impact on the 
group’s business operations. in addition, there is an 
increasing dependence on the commercial trade and tax 
environment. inadequate planning and management 
and a lack of effective controlling of the investment pro-
ceeds could result in lower revenues.

fundamental changes in tax conditions can lead to 
financial risks.

among the financial risks, deutsche wohnen includes 
delayed cash flows from revenues and loans and unfore-
seen expenses, leading to liquidity problems. further-
more, fluctuations in the valuation of property (ias 40) 
due to negative developments in the property market 
and of derivatives can result in annual adjustments in 
the profit and loss statement.

Financial market risks
Banks may no longer be able or willing to extend 
 expiring loans. it is possible that refinancing will become 
more costly and that future contract negotiations 
will take more time to complete. the refinancing 
volume of deutsche wohnen up to and including 2014 as 
at 31 december 2012 is eur 126 million, of which 
eur 66 million is due in 2013. in the loan agreements 
there are financial covenants, which could lead to 
extraordinary termination by the banks if the terms of 
these covenants are not met. at deutsche wohnen these 
are key financial figures which relate to the debt servic-
ing ability (debt service cover ratio (dscr)/interest 
service cover ratio (iscr)) and the debt ratio in relation 
to the rental income (multiplier).

the significant risks to the group arising from financial 
instruments comprise interest-related cash flow risks, 
liquidity risks and default risks. the company manage-
ment prepares and reviews risk management guidelines 
for each of these risks. Default risks, or the risk that a 
partner will not be able to meet its payment obligations, 
are managed by using credit lines and control pro-
cesses. deutsche wohnen does not face any consider-
able default risk, either from partners or from groups of 
partners with similar characteristics. the group reviews 
the risk of liquidity shortfalls daily by using a liquidity 
planning tool. deutsche wohnen seeks to ensure that 
sufficient funds are available to meet future obligations 
at all times. the interest rate risk to which the group is 
exposed is mainly derived from non-current financial 
liabilities with floating interest rates and is largely 
hedged through interest rate derivatives. please refer to 
our information in the notes on the consolidated finan-
cial statements.
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Investment risks
the selection and planning of major repair work can 
lead to an incorrect allocation of investment funds. it is 
also possible that additional units acquired will not meet 
revenue expectations. this could have a negative impact 
on the business operations of the group. moreover, 
incomplete information in due diligence reports and 
evaluations as well as non-transparent procurement 
decisions and the failure to comply with procurement 
rules (e. g. in the use of public funds with the result of 
repayment) all entail risk.

other risk factors that are directly related to invest-
ments by the company are exceeding the budgeted 
costs, the failure to meet deadlines, and shortfalls in the 
standard of fixtures and fittings. this may require addi-
tional work on the part of the company. similarly, delays 
in the start-up of operations, loss of rent (rent reduc-
tions under certain circumstances) or an inadequate 
correction of deficiencies can lead to increased 
expenses. deutsche wohnen uses external and internal 
experts, as well as ongoing project monitoring, to mini-
mise these risks.

Acquisition and integration risks
every acquisition is reviewed in detail by us. in the pro-
cess, a legal, financial and technical due diligence is 
conducted, and external specialists are consulted. this 
procedure is a standardised process of deutsche wohnen 
in order to recognise and assess risks with regard to 
acquisitions. we are continuing our growth strategy with 
acquisitions in existing as well as new regions. in doing 
so, we are expecting synergy effects and cost savings. 
nonetheless, we cannot rule out the possibility that 
these goals cannot be achieved fully or only in part or at 
a later time. the development of the acquired holdings 
is additionally dependent on a number of factors: the 
rents to be expected, the possible reduction of vacan-
cies, the cost of repair measures, the intended privatisa-
tions, the disposal of non-strategic units as well as the 
costs of the integration process. the integration of new 
holdings requires a reorganisation of administration and 
management as well as of internal structures and pro-
cesses. these factors may deviate from our assess-
ments and lead to failure to achieve the forecast results 
or to increased risks.

Political and regulatory risks
political decisions can – particularly at the national or 
the federal state level – affect the regulations of tenancy 
law and thereby possibly the earnings situation of a res-
idential property company. in particular, this would be 
the case if, for example, maximum levels for current 
gross rental income and/or new-letting rents were 
determined by law. at the present time, the probability 
of this taking place and the effects of such a political 
intervention cannot be estimated. initial adjustments 
have already been made with regard to current gross 
rental income. these may be increased in three years by 
a maximum of 15 % – before it was 20 %.

Opportunities for future development

deutsche wohnen has expanded its position to become 
one of the largest publicly listed property companies in 
germany in terms of market capitalisation and has once 
more demonstrated its ability to integrate new holdings. 
this process has led to increased experience among 
employees and management, which can be used in 
 further possible integrations in future to add value. 
deutsche wohnen is thus positioned as a consolidation 
platform to capitalise on market opportunities emerging 
in the future and to actively participate in the consolida-
tion process of the market.

in the current portfolio, especially the core+ regions, i. e. 
greater Berlin, the rhine-main region with frankfurt/
main, and the rhineland with dusseldorf as its centre, 
are very dynamic and have extremely good growth pros-
pects. compared to other major german cities, they are 
in the top class. in our core regions we also see good, 
but less dynamic development opportunities; these 
regions include hanover/Brunswick/magdeburg, the 
rhine Valley and select locations in central germany, 
such as dresden, erfurt, halle (saale) and leipzig.

a good portfolio mix with respect to the sizes of the res-
idential units and microsites within the urban areas as 
well as intensive tenant support ensure that it is possi-
ble to generate consistent earnings from the portfolio 
even in a tough economic environment. 
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our position in the capital market has improved consid-
erably. today we have a market capitalisation of more 
than eur 2 billion. this is double compared to the previ-
ous year. moreover, we were able to increase the liquid-
ity of our share. our position on the mdaX was thereby 
further improved. our financing structure is more than 
solid: we have long-term financing and have an appro-
priate loan-to-Value ratio (ltV). our business model is 
well established with our bank partners and our credit 
rating has further improved. 

all these aspects will further support our growth strategy.

corporate management

we have published the information according to section 
289a of the german commercial code (hgB) on our 
website  www.deutsche-wohnen.com.

 

remuneration report

the remuneration system for the management Board 
and the total remuneration of individual members of the 
management Board are determined by the full super-
visory Board and are subject to regular review.

in light of the new applicable statutory framework under 
the german appropriateness of management Board 
compensation act (Vorstag), the supervisory Board 
revised the remuneration system for the management 
Board in the financial year 2010. according to the revised 
system, monetary remuneration is split evenly between 
a fixed and a variable component. the variable compo-
nent, which accounts for at least half of the total remu-
neration, has been divided into a so-called short-term 
incentive and long-term incentive since 2010. these are 
anchored in the employment contracts of management 
Board members. the grant idea leads to the result that 
a total of around 58 % of the variable remuneration is set 
up on a multi-year basis. the actual remuneration 
structure at the end of the period may vary.

for the short-term incentive, specific individual targets 
are agreed in advance for the financial year between the 
member of the management Board and the supervisory 
Board. the amount of the short-term incentive paid out 
is dependent on the extent to which the targets have 
been met at the end of the financial year. an amount of 
up to 80 % of the short-term incentive will be paid after 
the end of the financial year. the remaining amount will 
be left interest free in the company and will only be paid 
out after a further three years, provided that the eco-
nomic situation of the company has not deteriorated in 
that time due to reasons that are the responsibility of 
the management Board member to such an extent that 
the supervisory Board would be authorised in accor-
dance with section 87(2) of the german stock corporation 
act (aktg) to make a deduction from their remuneration.

the long-term incentive is calculated according to the 
provisions of the deutsche wohnen senior managers 
participation programme “performance share unit 
plan” (psu plan for short). according to this plan, the 
amount of the long-term incentive depends on the 
development of the key figures funds from operations 
(ffo), net asset Value (naV) and the share price of 
deutsche wohnen ag within a four-year performance 
period.

Management Report
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a new performance period begins each year as part of 
the psu plan. at the start of this period, a base value is 
agreed for each member of the management Board in 
accordance with the remuneration commitments stated 
in their contracts of employment. an entitlement to pay-
ment of the remuneration component only exists after 
the expiry of the relevant performance period, i. e. after 
four years.

the amount of the payment entitlement is dependent on 
the development of the key figures for the ffo, naV and 
the share price of deutsche wohnen during the per-
formance period. with the structure prescribed in the 
psu plan for the long-term incentive, both positive and 
negative developments are taken into account. in the 
event of exceptionally positive developments, there is a 
cap on the maximum amount to be paid out. a negative 
development reduces the amount of the initial base 
value and the amount paid until the payment amount 
reaches zero. the described revised remuneration 
 system was already in use in 2010 for the member of the 
management Board helmut ullrich. for the chief 
 executive officer michael Zahn, the revised remunera-
tion system has applied since the renewal of his employ-
ment contract that is since 2011. for the member of the 
 management Board lars wittan the remuneration 
 system applies with effect from his appointment to the 
board as at 1 october 2011.

in the event of premature termination of his employ-
ment due to a change in control of the company, the 
chief executive officer is promised benefits in accor-
dance with the requirements of section 4.2.3, (4) of the 
german corporate governance code and with the cap 
on remuneration prescribed in that provision.

in the financial year 2012 the supervisory Board once 
again concerned itself with the appropriateness of the 
overall remuneration of the members of the manage-
ment Board. in this process, the supervisory Board took 
into consideration the responsibilities of each member 
of the management Board and the economic situation of 
the company, whilst paying particular regard to their 
personal achievements, the success of the company and 
its positive future prospects. in addition, the prevailing 
level of remuneration in comparable companies and the 
remuneration structures in place elsewhere in the com-
pany were also scrutinised. in this context, the super-
visory Board has adjusted the total remuneration for the 
management Board members from the year 2013 to the 
effect that mr michael Zahn’s fixed remuneration has 
increased to eur 450,000 p. a. and mr lars wittan’s to 
eur 250,000 p. a. as at 1 January 2013, whilst the maximum 
amount of the short-term incentive for mr michael Zahn 
has increased to eur 500,000 and for mr lars wittan to 
eur 250,000.

the following remuneration payments were made to the 
management Board members in 2012:

in EUR k
Michael 

Zahn
Helmut 
Ullrich

Lars 
Wittan

Fixed remuneration 350 275 200

Variable remuneration 
components

Short-term incentive

short-term due 300 240 150

long-term due 100 60 50

Long-term incentive 
PSU Plan (base value) 150 125 100

Additional payments 27 19 25
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the entitlements of the management Board resulting 
from the long-term remuneration components in the 
period 2010 to 2012 as at the reporting date have a 
value of around eur 2.5 million (michael Zahn 
eur 0.9 million, helmut ullrich eur 1.1 million and 
lars wittan eur 0.4 million).

there is no employee benefit liability for current or 
retired members of the management Board or super-
visory Board of deutsche wohnen ag. in the financial 
year 2012, no loans were granted to members of the 
management Board at deutsche wohnen ag.

the annual general meeting of 6 June 2012 decided on 
the remuneration of the supervisory Board for 2012. on 
the basis of this resolution, each member of the 
 supervisory Board receives a fixed remuneration of 
eur 30,000, the chairman of the supervisory Board 
receives double that amount, and the deputy chairman 
of the supervisory Board receives one and a half times 
that amount. in addition, each supervisory Board 
 member receives lump-sum remuneration in the 
amount of eur 5,000 per financial year for their mem-
bership of the audit committee of the supervisory 
Board. furthermore, each member of the general and 
acquisition committee receives a meeting fee in the 
amount of eur 1,000 for each attendance at a commit-
tee meeting in person. expenses are reimbursed.

the total supervisory Board remuneration to be paid for 
the financial year 2012 amounts to eur 243,000 net, of 
which eur 66,000 net is allocated to mr flach, 
eur 51,000 net to dr. Kretschmer, eur 35,000 net to 
dr stetter, eur 31,000 net to mr hünlein as well as 
eur 30,000 net to dr h.c. clement and dr leinwand, 
respectively.

forecast

independent economic institutes expect that the econ-
omy in germany will improve in the year 2013 in com-
parison to the second half year of 2012. the advisory 
council on the federal government is forecasting a 
growth of the german economy by 0.8 %, the diw is 
forecasting 0.9 % for the year 2013.

the assumptions in the plan for 2013 and subsequent 
years presume that the legal and tax framework condi-
tions will remain unchanged, even after the german 
parliamentary elections. 

we are hoping for an improved result before extraordi-
nary items for deutsche wohnen ag in financial years 
2013 and 2014. 

frankfurt/main, 25 february 2013

deutsche wohnen ag

 michael Zahn lars wittan
chief executive officer chief financial officer
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profit and loss statement
for the period from 1 January to 31 december 2012

in EUR 2012 2011

1. revenue 9,446,586.31 9,983,513.03

2. other operating income 6,889,681.58 3,704,300.11

3. staff expenses   

a) wages and salaries – 8,148,549.53 – 6,395,572.90

b)  social security and pension contributions 
thereof for pensions eur 38,979.60  (previous year: eur 133,224.88) – 793,366.63 – 857,162.51

– 8,941,916.16 – 7,252,735.41

4.  depreciation, armortisation and write-downs of intangible assets and property, 
plant and equipment – 1,574,226.92 – 1,585,368.61

5. other operating expenses – 36,274,035.20 – 20,461,644.92

6.  income from equity investments 
thereof from affiliates eur 4,365,148.78 (previous year: eur 3,178,625.53) 4,365,148.78 3,178,625.53

7. income from profit transfer agreements 4,989,547.50 6,951,043.06

8.  other interests and similar income 
thereof from affiliates eur 10,280,707.49 (previous year eur 4,662,039.79) 11,635,175.46 4,872,485.58

9. write-downs of financial assets – 970,000.00 0.00

10. expenses from loss absorption – 6,652,776.08 – 2,169,713.61

11.  interests and similar expenses 
thereof from affiliates eur 3,380,672.70 (previous year: eur 2,788,739.13) 
thereof expenses from discounting eur 12,320.00 (previous year eur 0.00) – 11,795,711.64 – 8,534,032.97

12. Results from ordinary activities – 28,882,526.37 – 11,313,528.21

13. extraordinary income 20,000,000.00 0.00

14. other taxes – 3,080.99 – 1,756.00

15. Net loss for the year – 8,885,607.36 – 11,315,284.21
16. profit carried-forward 0.00 0.00

17. transfer from capital reserve 42,644,607.39 34,844,284.21

18. Balance sheet profit 33,759,000.03 23,529,000.00

Annual financial Statements
profit and loss statement
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Balance sheet
as at 31 december 2011

in EUR 31/12/2012 31/12/2011

ASSETS

A. FIXED ASSETS   

i.    intangible assets   

purchased franchises, industrial and similar rights and assets, 
and licenses in such rights and assets 2,134,252.58 2,468,646.27

ii. property, plant and equipment   

other equipment, furniture and fixtures 1,618,827.24 1,027,260.82

iii. financial assets   

shares in affiliates 436,566,323.53 286,371,323.53

440,319,403.35 289,867,230.62

B. CURRENT ASSETS   

i. receivables and other assets   

1. trade receivables 0.00 21,420.00

2. receivables from affiliates 808,030,043.73 419,007,313.11

3. other assets 514,902.39 184,621.16

808,544,946.12 419,213,354.27

ii. cash on hand, bank balances 5,322,981.57 101,332,568.02

813,867,927.69 520,545,922.29

C. PREPAID EXPENSES 80,900.06 68,277.34

 1,254,268,231.10 810,481,430.25
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in EUR 31/12/2012 31/12/2011

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

A. EQUITY   
i.  issued share capital 

conditional capital as at 31 december 2012: eur 25,575,000.00 
(previous year: eur 20,460,000.00) 146,142,858.00 102,300,000.00

ii. capital reserve 883,246,287.93 508,577,624.76

iii. revenue reserves   

reserves required by law 1,022,583.76 1,022,583.76

iV. Balance sheet profit 33,759,000.03 23,529,000.00

1,064,170,729.72 635,429,208.52

B. PROVISIONS   

1. provisions for pensions and similar obligations 292,014.00 240,162.00

2. tax provisions 50,000.00 0.00

3. other provisions 8,911,491.96 8,543,924.79

9,253,505.96 8,784,086.79

C. LIABILITIES   

1, liabilities to banks 111,193,673.09 98,610,791.08

2. trade payables 974,824.05 2,586,153.86

3. liabilities to affiliates 68,427,561.90 64,988,894.65

4.  other liabilities 
thereof for taxes eur 247,936.38 (previous year eur 78,741.10) 247,936.38 82,295.35

180,843,995.42 166,268,134.94

 1,254,268,231.10 810,481,430.25

Annual financial Statements
Balance sheet
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a  general information on the 
annual financial statements

deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, is a listed corpo-
ration registered in germany.

the annual financial statement was produced in accor-
dance with sections 242 ff. and sections 264 ff. german 
commercial code (hgB) and the additional stipulations 
of the german stock corporation act (aktg). the com-
pany is a large corporation in the definition of section 
267 para. 3 of the german commercial code (hgB).

the profit and loss statement is presented using the 
total cost method. the financial year is the calendar year.

B  accounting and valuation method

Fixed assets

purchased intangible fixed assets are carried at amor-
tised cost and depreciated according to their useful life 
less regular depreciation (three to five years; linear 
method).

the property, plant and equipment are carried at acqui-
sition or production costs – less regular depreciation.

low-value assets up to a value of eur 150 are fully 
depreciated in the year of acquisition. since the begin-
ning of the financial year 2008, low-value assets from a 
value from eur 150 up to eur 1,000 are depreciated 
over a period of five years.

shares in affiliated companies are always valued at cost 
or the lower fair value in the case of impairment.

Current assets

the current assets are recognised at acquisition or pro-
duction costs less any write-downs to lower fair value on 
the balance sheet date. 

receivables and other assets are carried at their nomi-
nal value.

cash in hand and bank balances are carried at their 
nominal values.

Prepaid expenses

prepayments as at the reporting date are recognised as 
expenses that relate to a certain time after the deadline. 
money acquisition costs are fully recognised in the year 
of expense.

Deferred taxes

differences between the commercial and tax bases of 
assets and liabilities or due to tax loss carry-forwards, if 
they are expected to reduce in subsequent financial 
years and there is an overall tax burden, are recognised 
as passive deferred tax liabilities. a resulting overall tax 
benefit (deferred tax assets) is not recognised. deferred 
taxes are calculated using the tax rates at the time of 
the expected degradation of the differences and are not 
discounted. deferred taxes from subsidiary companies 
are recognised at the parent company.

notes
for the financial year from 1 January to 31 december 2012
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Provisions for pensions and similar obligations

all the company’s pension obligations are determined 
according to the projected unit credit method based on 
an actuarial opinion according to “mortality tables 2005g” 
from professor dr Klaus heubeck. the interest rate of 
5.06 % p. a. (previous year: 5.13 % p. a.) published by the 
Bundesbank was used as a basis. income growth of 
2.50 % p. a., increases in the income threshold of 
2.25 % p. a. and pension adjustments of 1.75 % p. a. were 
taken into account.

Other provisions 

other provisions are recognised at the amount necessary 
to settle on the respective obligation in accordance with 
sound business judgement. they cover all foreseeable 
losses from pending transactions and contingent liabilities.

Liabilities

the liabilities are carried at their settlement amount. 
non-current, non-interest-bearing liabilities are dis-
counted.

Rating units in accordance with Section 254 
of the German Commercial Code (HGB)

hedges are executed through the formation of rating 
units. here, compensatory changes in the value of the 
underlying transaction and the hedging transaction 
are not reported in accordance with the hedge presen-
tation method.

c. notes to the balance sheet

1 Fixed assets

the structure and development of fixed assets are 
shown in the attached statement in fixed assets 
 (appendix 1 to the notes). 

the company is indirectly or directly involved in the 
 following*** companies in accordance with section 285 
no. 11 german commercial code (hgB). equity and net 
profit are based on commercial accounting standards of 
the respective country of domicile.

***  additionally, the company is indirectly involved in working groups

Annual financial Statements
notes
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Company and registered office

Share of 
capital 

 %

Equity 
 

EUR k

Profit/
loss 

EUR k

Reporting 
Date 

 

agg auguste-Viktoria-allee grundstücks gmbh, Berlin 100.00 * – 43.9 0.0 2012

algarobo holding B.V., amsterdam, netherlands 100.00 * 8,828.6 – 2,314.2 2012

aufbau-gesellschaft der gehag mbh, Berlin 100.00 * 2,554.2 753.5 2012

aVus immobilien treuhand gmbh & co. Kg, Berlin 100.00 * 428.6 – 14.9 2011

BauBecon assets gmbh, hanover 100.00 * 26,766.8 – 2,011.0 2012

BauBecon Bio gmbh, hanover 100.00 * 8,626.5 26.0 2012

BauBecon immobilien gmbh, hanover 100.00 * 321,482.6 – 85,048.7 2012

BauBecon wohnwert gmbh, hanover 100.00 * 26,710.2 0.0 2012

dB immobilienfonds 14 rhein-pfalz wohnen gmbh & co. Kg, eschborn 93.95 * 29,086.6 – 90.2 2011

deutsche wohnen asset immobilien gmbh, frankfurt/main 100.00 * 25.0 0.0 2012

deutsche wohnen Beteiligungen immobilien gmbh, frankfurt/main 100.00 * 1,025.0 0.0 2012

deutsche wohnen Beteiligungsverwaltungs gmbh & co. Kg, Berlin 100.00 * 20.0 13.1 2012

deutsche wohnen corporate real estate gmbh, Berlin 100.00 **** 25.0 0.0 2012

deutsche wohnen direkt immobilien gmbh, frankfurt/main 100.00 * 425,298.4 27,594.1 2012

deutsche wohnen fondsbeteiligungs gmbh, Berlin 100.00 **** 25.0 0.0 2012

deutsche wohnen management gmbh, Berlin 100.00 **** 25.0 0.0 2012

deutsche wohnen management- und servicegesellschaft mbh, 
frankfurt/main 100.00 **** 25.6 0.0 2012

deutsche wohnen reisholz gmbh, Berlin 
(formerly: fdr reisholz Verwaltungs-gmbh, essen) 100.00

* 
**** 2,077.5 570.0 2012

deutsche wohnen service gmbh, Berlin 100.00  196.5 – 963.5 2012

deutsche wohnen service Braunschweig gmbh, Berlin 100.00 * 68.6 – 6.4 2012

deutsche wohnen service hanover gmbh, Berlin 100.00 * 46.9 – 625.1 2012

deutsche wohnen service magdeburg gmbh, Berlin 100.00 * 63.2 – 324.8 2012

deutsche wohnen Zweite fondsbeteiligungs gmbh, Berlin 100.00 **** 25.2 0.0 2012

eisenbahn-siedlungs-gesellschaft Berlin mit beschränkter haftung, Berlin 94.90 * 11,889.8 0.0 2012

fortimo gmbh, Berlin 100.00 * 6,127.2 0.0 2012

gbr fernheizung gropiusstadt, Berlin 45.59 * 618.3 – 30.8 2012

gehag acquisition co. gmbh, Berlin 100.00 * 428,879.2 – 274.6 2012

gehag Beteiligungs gmbh & co. Kg, Berlin 100.00 * 21,867.1 – 44.9 2012

gehag dritte Beteiligungs gmbh, Berlin 100.00 * 378.8 0.0 2012

gehag erste Beteiligungs gmbh, Berlin 100.00 * 45.0 0.0 2012

gehag erwerbs gmbh & co. Kg, Berlin 99.99 * 20,308.9 – 11.0 2012

gehag gmbh, Berlin 100.00 * 735,943.7 32,677.1 2012

gehag immobilien management gmbh, Berlin 100.00 * 25.0 0.0 2012

gehag Vierte Beteiligung se, amsterdam, netherlands 
(formerly: promontoria holding XVi n.V., amsterdam, netherlands) 100.00 * 17,754.5 2,931.9 2012

gehag Zweite Beteiligungs gmbh, Berlin 100.00 * – 5,374.5 – 2,917.4 2012

hamnes investments B.V., amsterdam, netherlands 100.00 * 10,110.8 2,478.3 2012

haus und heim wohnungsbau-gmbh, Berlin 100.00 * 2,798.7 0.0 2012

hesione Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, frankfurt/main 100.00 * 32.9 11.0 2012

holzmindener straße/tempelhofer weg grundstücks gmbh, Berlin 100.00 * 25.0 158.3 2012

intermetro B.V., amsterdam, netherlands 100.00 * 6,148.7 – 1,369.8 2012

shareholdings***  
as at 31 december 2012
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Company and registered office

Share of 
capital 

 %

Equity 
 

EUR k

Profit/
loss 

EUR k

Reporting 
Date 

 

Katharinenhof® seniorenwohn- und pflegeanlage Betriebs-gmbh, Berlin 100.00 * 1,950.0 0.0 2012

Katharinenhof® service gmbh, Berlin 100.00 * 25.0 0.0 2012

main-taunus wohnen gmbh & co. Kg, eschborn 99.99 ** 11,640.7 7,294.6 2012

marienfelder allee 212 – 220 grundstücksgesellschaft b.r., Berlin 94.00 * 7,086.4 444.8 2012

patus 216. gmbh, hanover 100.00 * 9.8 – 10.2 2012

patus 217. gmbh, hanover 100.00 * 10.6 – 10.7 2012

rhein-main wohnen gmbh, frankfurt/main 100.00 * 499,134.0 56,237.1 2012

rhein-mosel wohnen gmbh, mainz 100.00 * 154,820.5 15,623.6 2012

rhein-pfalz wohnen gmbh, mainz 100.00  181,017.0 0.0 2012

rmw projekt gmbh, frankfurt/main 100.00 * 16,238.3 0.0 2012

sanierungs- und gewerbebau gmbh & co. Kg, aachen 100.00 * 1,134.9 – 270.2 2012

seniorenresidenz “am lunapark” gmbh, leipzig 100.00 * 950.2 833.0 2012

sgg scharnweberstraße grundstücks gmbh, Berlin 100.00 * 25.0 16.9 2012

sophienstraße aachen Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, Berlin 100.00 * 2,193.0 0.0 2012

stadtentwicklungsgesellschaft eldenaer straße mbh i.l., Berlin 50.00 * 246.1 – 33.1 2011

wohn- und pflegewelt lahnblick gmbh, Bad ems 100.00 * 427.8 107.0 2012
*  direct shareholdings
** direct and indirect shareholdings
*** additionally, the company is indirectly involved in working groups
**** waiver according to section 264 (3) of the german commercial code (hgB)
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2 Receivables and other assets

receivables from affiliated companies have a remaining 
term of more than one year amounting to eur 82.5 mil-
lion. the remaining receivables and other assets have a 
remaining term of less than one year.

receivables from affiliated companies (eur 958.5 million) 
primarily include receivables from cash management 
contracts, loans granted and other business relations 
with subsidiaries within the deutsche wohnen group. 

other assets mainly include tax refund claims, just like 
the previous year.

3 Prepaid expenses

the prepaid expenses include discounts in the amount 
of eur 15 k.

4 Deferred tax assets

the following differences between the commercial and 
tax bases of assets and liabilities exist at the company 
and/or the subsidiary companies:

•  due to different discount rates according to commer-
cial and tax law, differences remain in the employee 
benefit liability, which will lead to a future tax benefit.

•  due to prohibitions for showing certain items in the 
financial statements under tax law, there are differ-
ences to the trade balance, which will lead to a future 
tax benefit.

•  there are tax loss carry-forwards, which will lead to a 
future tax benefit.

•  due to differences between the tax capital accounts 
for private companies and commercial investment 
carrying values, there are differences which will lead 
to a future tax benefit.

•  due to the differences between the remaining carrying 
amounts of real estate under commercial law and 
those under tax law, there are differences which will 
lead to a future tax charge.

5 Equity

Issued share capital
the registered share capital amounts to eur 146.1 mil-
lion as at 31 december 2012 (previous year: 
eur 102.3 million). the registered share capital is 
divided into 146,142,858 no-par value shares as at the 
balance sheet day (previous year: 102,300,000 no-par 
value shares) with a notional share in the registered 
share capital of eur 1.00 per share. all shares 
have been issued and are paid in full. in June 2012 
deutsche wohnen ag increased its share capital 
through the issue of new shares with partial utilisation 
of the authorised capital from the annual general meet-
ing of 6 June 2012. thus, the issued share capital of the 
company was increased to eur 146,142,858 by the issu-
ance of 43,842,858 new no-par value bearer shares. 
cash contributions in the amount of eur 10.52 on aver-
age per share (total: eur 461.2 million) were made on 
the newly issued shares. the capital increase was reg-
istered in the commercial register on 27 June 2012. 

the company shares are either registered or bearer 
shares. if the shares are issued as registered shares, 
the registered shareholders are entitled to request — in 
writing or in text form (section 126b of the german civil 
code (BgB)) — from the management Board that the 
registered shares for which they are listed in the com-
pany’s share register be converted into bearer shares. a 
conversion of the shares requires the consent of the 
management Board. 

as at 31 december 2012 approximately 99.93 % of the 
shares were bearer shares (146,046,338 shares), the 
remaining approximately 0.07 % were registered shares 
(96,520 shares).

all shares carry the same rights and obligations. every 
share entitles the holder to one vote at the annual gen-
eral meeting and determines the basis for the share-
holder’s share in the profits of the company. the rights 
and obligations of the shareholders are outlined in detail 
in the provisions of the german stock corporation act 
(aktg), in particular sections 12, 53 et seq., 118 et seq. 
and 186.

shares with special rights conferring powers of control 
do not exist. 
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the management Board of deutsche wohnen ag does 
not know of any limitations that affect the voting rights 
or transfer of shares.

new shares issued due to a capital increase are issued 
as bearer shares.

By resolution of the annual general meeting dated 
4 december 2012, which was entered to the commercial 
register on 10 January 2013, the management Board 
was authorised to increase the company’s registered 
share capital with the agreement of the supervisory 
Board in total by up to eur 73,071,429 one or several 
times in the period until 3 december 2017 by issuance 
of up to 73,071,429 new ordinary bearer shares against 
cash contributions and/or contributions in kind (autho-
rised capital 2012/ii); the previously existing authorised 
capital in the amount of rounded eur 7.3 million was 
cancelled at the same time. the shareholders shall 
generally be granted a subscription right in the scope of 
the authorised capital; in certain cases however, the 
management Board is entitled to exclude the subscrip-
tion rights of shareholders with the agreement of the 
supervisory Board and subject to the conditions of the 
articles of incorporation.

in a partial utilisation of the new authorised capital 
2012/ii the company has increased its registered capital 
in January 2013 to around eur 160.8 million in exclu-
sion of the subscription right and by issuance of 
14,614,285 new ordinary bearer shares (no-par value 
shares) against cash contributions. cash contributions 
in the amount of eur 13.35 per share (in total rounded 
eur 195 million) were made on the newly issued shares. 
the capital increase was entered in the commercial reg-
ister on 17 January 2013. thus at the time of the prepa-
ration of this report, the authorised capital amounted to 
eur 58,457,144 and the registered share capital to 
eur 160,757,143.

the registered share capital can be contingently 
increased by up to eur 25,575,000 by the issuance of up 
to 25,575,000 new bearer shares with dividend rights 
generally from the start of the financial year in which 
they are issued (contingent capital 2012). 

the contingent capital increase serves the issuance of 
shares to the owners or creditors of bonds with war-
rants or convertible bonds and of profit participation 
rights with option or conversion rights that are issued 
before 5 June 2017 by the company, or companies 
which are controlled or majority owned by the company, 
 pursuant to the authorisation of the annual general 
meeting of 6 June 2012. 

Capital reserves
the initial formation of the capital reserve was made by 
resolution of the extraordinary general meeting in 1999. 
the capital reserve at 31 december 2012 amounted to 
eur 883.2 million. this has increased by eur 417.3 mil-
lion in the financial year 2012 through the share pre-
mium payments under the capital increase and 
decreased through a withdrawal of eur 42.6 million. 

Revenue reserves
the legal reserve is mandatory for german publicly 
listed corporations. according to section 150 para. 2 of 
the german stock corporations act (aktg), an amount 
equivalent to 5 % of the profit for the financial year is to 
be retained. the legal reserve has a cap of 10 % of the 
registered capital.

in accordance with section 272 para. 2, nos. 1 – 3 of the 
german commercial code (hgB), any existing capital 
reserve is to be taken into account and the provisions 
required for the statutory reserve are reduced accor-
dingly. this is measured on the basis of the issued share 
capital which exists and is legally effective at the report-
ing date and which is to be reported in this amount in 
the respective annual balance sheet. the statutory 
reserve remains unchanged at eur 1.0 million.

6 Other provisions

the other provisions consist mainly of staff-related pro-
visions amounting to eur 4.9 million, provisions for 
negative fair values of interest rate hedging transactions 
amounting to eur 1.8 million and provisions for out-
standing invoices amounting to eur 1.5 million.
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7 Liabilities

Thereof, remaining term

in EUR k Balance
up to 

one year
one to 

five years
more than 
five years

liabilities to banks 111,194 36,300 74,894 0

previous year 98,611 22,117 6,400 70,094

trade payables 975 975 0 0

previous year 2,586 2,586 0 0

liabilities to affiliates 68,427 38,427 30,000 0

previous year 64,989 34,989 0 30,000

other liabilities 248 248 0 0

previous year 82 82 0 0

Total for the financial year 180,844 75,950 104,894 0

Total for the previous year 166,268 59,774 6,400 100,094

the liabilities to affiliates include liabilities arising from 
internal cash management from trade payables and 
other liabilities.
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d.  notes to the profit and loss statement

8 Other operating income

the other operating income mainly includes income in 
connection with the BauBecon group acquisition costs, 
which were passed on to subsidiaries.

9 Other operating expenses

other operating expenses mainly consist of costs in 
 context of the capital increase (eur 17.2 million), con-
sulting and court fees (eur 4.2 million), it expenses 
(eur 3.8 million) as well as consulting and transaction 
costs for acquisitions.

10 Depreciations of financial investments

the depreciations of financial investments concern 
extraordinary depreciations.

11 Extraordinary income

in the financial year 2011 deutsche wohnen ag con-
cluded an agreement with rreef management gmbh 
(rreef) with regard to the loss equalisation for the 
financial years 1999 until mid-2006 on the basis of a 
control agreement. this settlement was subject to the 
suspensive condition of approval by the general meeting 
of deutsche wohnen ag, which was given in June 2012. 
the settlement became effective thereby and rreef 
paid eur 20.0 million as agreed.

e. derivative financial instruments

deutsche wohnen ag acquired four interest rate swaps 
with a nominal total of eur 76.0 million to hedge inter-
est rate risk. the remaining terms are between two to 
four years. the negative fair value as at the reporting 
date is eur 7.4 million net and was determined based 
on a mark-to-market valuation. at the time of adopting 
three interest swap transactions in the financial year 
2011, the negative fair value was eur 2.6 million and 
was considered a provision for contingent losses and is 
scheduled to take the remaining term of the swap to 
complete. changes in fair value following the acquisition 
were not reported in accordance with section 254 of the 
german commercial code (hgB).

the hedges (interest rate swaps) were recorded together 
with the underlying transactions (loan agreements, 
reported as liabilities to banks) to a rating unit in the 
nominal amount of eur 76.0 million at the closing date, 
and thereby hedging interest rate risks of eur 7.4 mil-
lion net at the reporting date.

the opposing changes in value and cash flows from 
interest rate swaps and loan agreements will offset one 
another in the future, as the hedges are contractually 
matched in maturity, duration and assessment basis. 
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f. contingent liabilities

at the reporting date, deutsche wohnen ag is the guar-
antor for a loan disbursed to an affiliated company in the 
amount of eur 10.9 million in favour of aareal Bank ag, 
wiesbaden. further, deutsche wohnen ag is the 
 guarantor for bank guarantees and uncollected rental 
deposits for affiliated companies amounting to 
eur 5.2 million, and a total of eur 1.0 million for other 
limited guarantees. a claim is in both guarantees 
unlikely, because these companies are profitable and 
financially solvent, and, in particular, the loans are 
secured against property.

for its own office lease agreements, deutsche wohnen 
ag has issued draft guarantees in the amount of 
eur 0.1 million in favour of the lessors. a claim is 
unlikely in each case because deutsche wohnen ag is 
fulfilling its payment obligations.

deutsche wohnen ag is jointly and severally liable with 
affiliated companies to the banks of these affiliated 
companies amounting to eur 688.9 million. a claim is 
unlikely because these companies are profitable and 
financially solvent and the loans are secured against 
property.

deutsche wohnen ag has issued a comfort letter to a 
creditor in favour of the affiliated companies. a claim is 
unlikely because these companies are profitable and  
financially solvent and the loans are secured against 
property.

in the course of an acquisition transaction for two affili-
ated companies, deutsche wohnen ag has issued a 
comfort letter with regard to the purchase price pay-
ments in favour of the sellers. the preliminary purchase 
price payments were remitted in January 2013 so that a 
draw-down is improbable.

there is a controlling agreement between 
deutsche wohnen ag as the controlling entity and the 
rhein-pfalz wohnen gmbh as the controlled entity.

there are controlling and profit and loss transfer agree-
ments between deutsche wohnen ag (the parent com-
pany) and deutsche wohnen corporate real estate 
gmbh, Berlin, deutsche wohnen management gmbh, 
Berlin, deutsche wohnen management- und service-
gesellschaft mbh, frankfurt/main, deutsche wohnen 
fondsbeteiligungs gmbh, Berlin, and deutsche wohnen 
Zweite fondsbeteiligungs gmbh, Berlin, each of which 
are subsidiary companies.

g. other disclosures

in EUR m
up to 

one year
two to 

five years Total

leasing and 
rental agreements 0.7 1.3 2.0

long-term 
service agreements 4.5 5.9 10.4

Total 5.2 7.2 12.4
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h. other information

Management Board

in the financial year 2012 the management Board was 
composed as follows:

Name

Membership in supervisory boards and other executive bodies in the definition of 
Section 285 no. 10 of the German Commercial Code (HGB) in connection with Section 125 
para. 1, sentence 5 of the German Stock Corporation Act (AktG).

michael Zahn, economist, 
chief executive officer 
 

eisenbahn-siedlungs-gesellschaft Berlin mbh, Berlin (chairman of the supervisory Board) 
gehag gmbh, Berlin (chairman of the supervisory Board) 
Katharinenhof® seniorenwohn- und pflegeanlage Betriebs-gmbh, Berlin 
(chairman of the supervisory Board)

lars wittan, certified degree 
in business administration 
 (dipl.-Betriebswirt)  
chief financial officer

Katharinenhof® seniorenwohn- und pflegeanlage Betriebs-gmbh, Berlin 
(deputy chairman of the supervisory Board) 
 

helmut ullrich, assessor, 
chief financial officer 
until 31/12/2012

eisenbahn-siedlungs-gesellschaft Berlin mbh, Berlin 
(member of the supervisory Board until 31/12/2012) 

the remuneration of the management Board is com-
posed as follows:

in EUR k
Michael 

Zahn
Helmut 
Ullrich

Lars 
Wittan

Fixed remuneration 350 275 200

Variable remuneration 
components

short-term incentive

short-term due 300 240 150

long-term due 100 60 50

long-term incentive 
psu plan 
(allocation value) 150 125 100

Supplementary 
 payments 27 19 25

please refer to the management report for further 
explanation of the remuneration system of the manage-
ment Board.

there is no employee benefit liability for current or 
retired members of the management Board of 
deutsche wohnen ag. in the financial year 2012, no 
loans were granted to members of the management 
Board at deutsche wohnen ag.
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Supervisory Board

the supervisory Board is made up as follows:

Name Occupation

Memberships in supervisory boards and 
other executive bodies within the meaning of 
 Section 125 para 1 sentence 5 of the 
German Stock Corporation Act (AktG)

uwe e. flach, 
chairman 
 
 
 

senior advisor 
oaktree gmbh,  
frankfurt/main 
 
 

dZ Bank, frankfurt/main 
(member of the advisory council) 
ocm german real estate holding ag, hamburg 
(chairman of the supervisory Board) 
nordenia international ag, greven 
(deputy chairman of the supervisory Board 
until 30/09/2012)

dr andreas Kretschmer,  
deputy chairman 
 
 
 

managing director of 
Ärzteversorgung westfalen-lippe 
 einrichtung der  Ärztekammer 
 westfalen-lippe – Kör –, münster 
 

Bioceuticals arzneimittel ag, Bad Vilbel 
(chairman of the supervisory Board) 
private life Biomed ag, hamburg 
(chairman of the supervisory Board) 
amprion gmbh, dortmund 
(deputy chairman of the supervisory Board)

matthias hünlein 
 

managing director 
tishman speyer properties  
deutschland gmbh, frankfurt/main

a.a.a. aktiengesellschaft allgemeine  
anlagen verwaltung, frankfurt/main  
(member of the supervisory Board)

dr florian stetter real estate agent, 
erding

calcon deutschland ag, munich  
(member of the supervisory Board)

dr michael leinwand  
 

chief investment officer 
Zürich Beteiligungs-ag, 
frankfurt/main

Bizerba gmbh & co. Kg, Balingen 
(member of the supervisory Board) 

dr h.c. wolfgang clement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

publicist and company consultant 
federal minister (retired) 
 (Bundesminister a.d.) 
minister president (retired) 
 (ministerpräsident a.d.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

daldrup & söhne ag, grünwald 
(chairman of the supervisory Board) 
dis ag, dusseldorf 
(member of the supervisory Board) 
peter dussmann-stiftung, Berlin 
(deputy chairman of the Board of trustees) 
dussmann stiftung & co. Kgaa, Berlin 
(chairman of the supervisory Board) 
landau media monitoring ag & co. Kg, Berlin 
(member of the supervisory Board) 
rwe power ag, essen 
(member of the supervisory Board)

the annual general meeting of 6 June 2012 decided on 
the remuneration of the supervisory Board for 2012. 
Based on this resolution, each member of the super-
visory Board receives fixed remuneration of eur 30,000, 
the chairman of the supervisory Board receives double 
that amount, and the deputy chairman of the super-
visory Board receives one and a half times that amount 
as remuneration. in addition, each supervisory Board 
member receives a lump-sum remuneration in the 
amount of eur 5,000 per financial year for their mem-
bership in the audit committee of the supervisory 
Board. furthermore, each member of the general and 
the acquisition committee receive a meeting fee in the 
amount of eur 1,000 for each attendance of a commit-
tee meeting in person. expenses will be reimbursed.

the supervisory Board remuneration to be paid for the 
financial year 2012 amounts to eur 243,000 net, of 
which eur 66,000 is allocated to mr flach, eur 51,000 
net to dr Kretschmer, eur 35,000 net to dr stetter, 
eur 31,000 net to mr hünlein as well as eur 30,000 to 
dr h.c. clement and dr leinwand, respectively.

there is no employee benefit liability for current or 
retired members of the supervisory Board of 
deutsche wohnen ag. no advances, loans or securities 
were granted to members of the supervisory Board in 
the financial year.
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Shareholdings requiring notification
in accordance with section 160 German 
Stock Corporation Act (AktG)

in the financial year 2012 and in the financial year 2013 
until the valuation date deutsche wohnen published the 
following notifications of voting rights according to §§ 21 ff. 
german securities trading act (wphg).

1. on 2 february 2012, apg algemene pensioen groep 
n.V., dJ heerlen, the netherlands, has informed us 
according to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that 
its voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, ger-
many, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the threshold 
of 3 % on 31 January 2012 and as of such date amounted 
to 3.13 % (this corresponds to 3,204,277 voting rights).

on 2 february 2012, apg groep n.V., dJ heerlen, the 
netherlands, has informed us according to article 21, 
section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the threshold of 3 % on 
31 January 2012 and as of such date amounted to 3.13 % 
(this corresponds to 3,204,277 voting rights).

these 3.13 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
3,204,277 voting rights) are to be attributed to apg 
groep n.V. according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, 
no. 1 of the wphg.

Voting rights that are to be attributed to apg groep n.V. 
are held via the following company which is controlled 
by apg groep n.V. and whose holdings of voting rights 
amount to 3 % or more in deutsche wohnen ag: 
apg algemene pensioen groep n.V.

on 2 february 2012, stichting pensioenfonds aBp, dJ 
heerlen, the netherlands, has informed us according to 
article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights 
in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the threshold of 3 % on 
31 January 2012 and as of such date amounted to 3.13 % 
(this corresponds to 3,204,277 voting rights).

these 3.13 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
3,204,277 voting rights) are to be attributed to stichting 
pensioenfonds aBp according to article 22, section 1, 
sentence 1, no. 1 of the wphg.

Voting rights that are to be attributed to stichting pensi-
oenfonds aBp are held via the following companies 
which are controlled by stichting pensioenfonds aBp 
and whose holdings of voting rights amount to 3  % each 
or more in deutsche wohnen ag:
apg algemene pensioen groep n.V. and apg groep n.V.

2. on 14 march 2012, asset Value inVestors lim-
ited, london, united Kingdom, has informed us accord-
ing to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting 
rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, 
isin: de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the threshold of 
3 % on 12 march 2012 and as of such date amount to 
2.89 % (this corresponds to 2,953,855 voting rights).

these 2.89 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
2,953,855 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 
of the wphg.

3. on 1 June 2012, cohen & steers capital manage-
ment, inc., new york, usa, has informed us according 
to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights 
in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the threshold of 5 % 
on 29 may 2012 and as of such date amount to 4.97 % 
(this corresponds to 5,084,872 voting rights).

these 4.97 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
5,084,872 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 
of the wphg.

4. on 15 June 2012, uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland, has 
informed us according to article 21, section 1 of the 
wphg that its voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have 
exceeded the threshold of 3 % on 11 June 2012 and as of 
such date amount to 3.80 % (this corresponds to 
3,883,704 voting rights).

thereof 0.31 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
320,612 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 
of the wphg.
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5. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25a wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to sec. 
25a wphg on June 18, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
12.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
5.01 % (equals 5124381 voting rights)

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
i nstruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.14 % (equals 145282 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
 instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.71 % (equals 726426 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
4.16 % (equals 4252673 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 01.04.2016
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 22.02.2018
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 03.10.2016
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 01.03.2017
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 02.02.2015
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 04.02.2015
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 04.12.2019

6. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25a wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on June 19, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland 

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
13.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
4.81 % (equals 4925694 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 102300000

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.24 % (equals 245760 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
i nstruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.67 % (equals 682070 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
3.91 % (equals 3997864 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 01.04.2016
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 22.02.2018
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 01.03.2017
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 02.02.2015
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7. on 20 June 2012, mfs international Value fund, 
 Boston, usa, has informed us according to 
article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights 
in  deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the threshold of 3 % 
on 14 June 2012 and as of such date amount to 2.98 % 
(this corresponds to 3,045,219 voting rights). 

8. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25a wphg 
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on June 21, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
15.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
5.01 % (equals 5120216 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 102300000

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
 instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.44 % (equals 452745 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
 instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.28 % (equals 286355 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
4.28 % (equals 4381116 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 03.10.2016
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 22.02.2018
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 13.12.2016
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 13.03.2017
isin or name/description of the financial/other  
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 01.03.2017
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 01.03.2017
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 02.02.2015
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 15.03.2016
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 02.02.2015
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 04.02.2015
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 05.01.2017
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 04.12.2019
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 13.03.2017

9. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25 wphg 
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on June 22, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
6.19 % (equals 6328490 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 102300000
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detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
 instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
2.57 % (equals 2626429 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
3.62 % (equals 3702061 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
i nstrument:
exercise period: at any time

10. on 26 June 2012, uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland, has 
informed us according to article 21, section 1 of the 
wphg that its voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have fallen 
below the threshold of 3 % on 21 June 2012 and as of 
such date amount to 2.68 % (this corresponds to 
2,740,867 voting rights).

thereof 0.31 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
320,612 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 
of the wphg.

11. on 28 June 2012 aXa s.a., paris, france, informed 
us according to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that:

the voting rights of aXa investment managers s.a., 
paris défense cedex, france, has exceeded the thresh-
old of 3 % in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, 
isin: de000a0hn5c6, on 27 June 2012 and amounted to 
3.12 % (4,557,658 voting rights). these 3.12 % (4,557,658 
voting rights) are to be attributed according to article 22, 
section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 of the wphg.

the voting rights of aXa s.a., paris, france, has 
exceeded the threshold of 3 % in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, on 27 June 
2012 and amounted to 3.14 % (4,586,981 voting rights). 
these 3.14 % (4,586,981 voting rights) are to be attrib-
uted to aXa s.a. according to article 22, section 1, sen-
tence 1, no. 6 of the wphg. 

12. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25 wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on July 02, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
26.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
4.57 % (equals 4674211 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 102300000

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
i nstruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
3.13 % (equals 3204273 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
1.44 % (equals 1469938 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
i nstrument:
exercise period: at any time

13. on 02 July 2012, uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland, has 
informed us according to article 21, section 1 of the 
wphg that its voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have fallen 
below the thresholds of 3 %, 5 %, 10 % and 15 % on 
28 June 2012 and as of such date amount to 1,80 % 
(this corresponds to 2,624,373 voting rights).

thereof 0.44 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
642,399 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 
of the wphg.
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14. on 02 July 2012, uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland, has 
informed us according to article 21, section 1 of the 
wphg that its voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have 
exceeded the thresholds of 3 %, 5 %, 10 % and 15 % on 27 
June 2012 and as of such date amount to 15.99 % (this 
corres ponds to 23,367,131 voting rights).

thereof 0.45 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
652,199 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 
of the wphg.

15. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25a wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on July 02, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 15 %, 10 % and 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
28.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
4.02 % (equals 5880688 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 146142858

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
 instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.15 % (equals 221180 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
 instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
2.08 % (equals 3035135 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
1.80 % (equals 2624373 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 01.04.2016
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 03.10.2016
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 04.12.2019
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 02.02.2015
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 10.01.2018
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 22.02.2018
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 01.03.2017
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 13.03.2017
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 04.02.2015
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 13.12.2016

16. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25a wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on July 02, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 10 % and 15 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
27.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
18.60 % (equals 27187693 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 146142858
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detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
 instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.57 % (equals 832113 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
2.04 % (equals 2988449 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
15.99 % (equals 23367131 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 01.04.2016
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 03.10.2016
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 04.12.2019
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 02.02.2015
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 10.01.2018
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 22.02.2018
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 15.03.2016
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 05.01.2017
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 01.03.2017
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 13.03.2017
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 04.02.2015
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swaps; expiration date: 13.12.2016

17. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25 wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on July 02, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 15 %, 10 % and 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
28.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
3.87 % (equals 5659508 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 146142858

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
 instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
2.08 % (equals 3035135 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
1.80 % (equals 2624373 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument:
exercise period: at any time

18. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25 wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on July 02, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland 

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %, 10 % and 15 %
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date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
27.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
18.03 % (equals 26355580 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 146142858

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
2.04 % (equals 2988449 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
15.99 % (equals 23367131 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument:
exercise period: at any time

19. on 02 July 2012, Zurich deutscher herold lebens-
versicherung ag, Bonn, germany, has informed us 
according to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its 
voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, 
germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the 
threshold of 5 % on 27 June 2012 and as of such date 
amounted to 4.02367 % (5,880,313 voting rights). 

on 02 July 2012, deutscher herold aktiengesellschaft, 
Bonn, germany, has informed us according to 
article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the threshold of 5 % 
on 27 June 2012 and as of such date amounted to 
4.02367 % (5,880,313 voting rights).

the above mentioned voting rights are owned by 
Zurich deutscher herold lebensversicherung ag, Bonn, 
germany, and are to be attributed to deutscher herold 
aktiengesellschaft, Bonn, germany, according to arti-
cle 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 of the wphg.

on 02 July 2012, Zürich Beteiligungs-aktiengesellschaft 
(deutschland), frankfurt/main, germany, has informed 
us according to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its 

voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, 
germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the 
threshold of 5 % on 27 June 2012 and as of such date 
amounted to 4.02367 % (5,880,313 voting rights).

the above mentioned voting rights are owned by 
Zurich deutscher herold lebensversicherung ag, Bonn, 
germany, and are to be attributed to Zürich Beteili-
gungs-aktiengesellschaft (deutschland), frankfurt/
main, germany, via deutscher herold aktiengesells-
chaft, Bonn, germany, according to article 22, section 1, 
sentence 1, no. 1 of the wphg.

on 02 July 2012, Zurich insurance company ltd., 
Zurich, switzerland, has informed us according to arti-
cle 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the threshold of 5 % 
on 27 June 2012 and as of such date amounted to 
4.02367 % (5,880,313 voting rights).

the above mentioned voting rights are owned by 
Zurich deutscher herold lebensversicherung ag, Bonn, 
germany, and are to be attributed to Zürich Versi-
cherungs-gesellschaft ag, Zurich, switzerland, via 
Zürich Beteiligungs-aktiengesellschaft (deutschland), 
frankfurt/main, germany, and deutscher herold aktien-
gesellschaft, Bonn, germany, according to article 22, 
section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 of the wphg.

on 02 July 2012, Zurich insurance group ltd., 
Zurich, switzerland, has informed us according to arti-
cle 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the threshold of 5 % 
on 27 June 2012 and as of such date amounted to 
4.02367 % (5,880,313 voting rights).

the above mentioned voting rights are owned by 
Zurich deutscher herold lebensversicherung ag, Bonn, 
germany, and are to be attributed to Zurich insurance 
group ag, Zurich, switzerland, via Zürich Ver-
sicherungs-gesellschaft ag, Zurich, switzerland, 
Zürich Beteiligungs-aktiengesellschaft (deutschland), 
frankfurt/main, germany, and deutscher herold 
aktiengesellschaft, Bonn, germany, according to arti-
cle 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 of the wphg.
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20. on 03 July 2012, credit suisse group ag, 
Zurich, switzerland, has informed us according to arti-
cle 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the thresholds of 3 %, 
5 %, 10 % and 15 % on 27 June 2012 and as of such date 
amount to 15.16 % (this corresponds to 22,148,112 
voting rights).

thereof 15.13 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
22,102,813 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 
of the wphg and 0.03 % of the voting rights (this corre-
sponds to 45,299 voting rights) are to be attributed to the 
company according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, 
no. 6 in connection with article 22, section 1, sentence 2 
of the wphg. 

the voting rights of the following shareholders holding 
3 % or more in deutsche wohnen ag are to be attributed 
to credit suisse group ag:
credit suisse ag, credit suisse investments (uK), credit 
suisse investment holdings (uK), credit suisse securi-
ties (europe) limited 

on 03 July 2012, credit suisse ag, Zurich, switzerland, 
has informed us according to article 21, section 1 of the 
wphg that its voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have 
exceeded the thresholds of 3 %, 5 %, 10 % and 15 % on 27 
June 2012 and as of such date amount to 15.16 % (this 
corresponds to 22,148,112 voting rights). 

thereof 15.09 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
22,057,246 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 
of the wphg and 0.03 % of the voting rights (this corre-
sponds to 45,299 voting rights) are to be attributed to the 
company according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, 
no. 6 in connection with article 22, section 1, sentence 2 
of the wphg. 

the voting rights of the following shareholders holding 
3 % or more in deutsche wohnen ag are to be attributed 
to credit suisse ag:
credit suisse investments (uK), credit suisse invest-
ment holdings (uK), credit suisse securities (europe) 
limited

on 03 July 2012, credit suisse investments (uK), 
 london, united Kingdom, has informed us according to 
article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the thresholds of 3 %, 
5 %, 10 % and 15 % on 27 June 2012 and as of such date 
amount to 15.09 % (this corresponds to 22,056,686 voting 
rights).

thereof 15.09 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
22,056,686 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 
of the wphg.

the voting rights of the following shareholders holding 
3 % or more in deutsche wohnen ag are to be attributed 
to , credit suisse investments (uK):
credit suisse investment holdings (uK), credit suisse 
securities (europe) limited

on 03 July 2012, credit suisse investment holdings 
(uK), london, united Kingdom, has informed us accord-
ing to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting 
rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, 
isin: de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the thresholds of 
3 %, 5 %, 10 % and 15 % on 27 June 2012 and as of such 
date amount to 15.09 % (this corresponds to 22,056,686 
voting rights).

thereof 15.09 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
22,056,686 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 
of the wphg.

the voting rights of the following shareholder holding 
3 % or more in deutsche wohnen ag are to be attributed 
to credit suisse investment holdings (uK):
credit suisse securities (europe) limited

on 03 July 2012, credit suisse securities (europe) lim-
ited, london, united Kingdom, has informed us accord-
ing to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting 
rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, 
isin: de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the thresholds of 
3 %, 5 %, 10 % and 15 % on 27 June 2012 and as of such 
date amount to 15.09 % (this corresponds to 22,056,686 
voting rights).
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21. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25a wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on July 03, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: credit suisse securities (europe) limited, 
 london, united Kingdom 

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %, 10 % and 15 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
27.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
15.13 % (equals 22111398 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 146142858

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.04 % (equals 54712 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
15.09 % (equals 22056686 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: cash equity swap;
expiration date: 23.05.2013

22. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25a wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on July 03, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: credit suisse investment holdings (uK), 
 london, united Kingdom 

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %, 10 % and 15 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
27.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
15.13 % (equals 22111398 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 146142858

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.04 % (equals 54712 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.04 % (equals 54712 voting rights)
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
15.09 % (equals 22056686 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
credit suisse securities (europe) limited
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: cash equity swap;
expiration date: 23.05.2013
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23. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25a wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on July 03, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: credit suisse investments (uK), london, 
united Kingdom 

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %, 10 % and 15 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
27.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
15.13 % (equals 22111398 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 146142858

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.04 % (equals 54712 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.04 % (equals 54712 voting rights)
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
15.09 % (equals 22056686 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
credit suisse investment holdings (uK), credit suisse 
securities (europe) limited
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: cash equity swap;
expiration date: 23.05.2013

24. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25a wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on July 03, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: credit suisse ag, Zurich, switzerland

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %, 10 % and 15 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
27.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
15.20 % (equals 22208031 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 146142858

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.04 % (equals 54712 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.04 % (equals 54712 voting rights)
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.004 % (equals 5207 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.004 % (equals 5207 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
15.16 % (equals 22148112 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
credit suisse investments (uK), credit suisse investment 
holdings (uK), credit suisse securities (europe) ltd.
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: cash equity swap;
expiration date: 23.05.2013
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25. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25a wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on July 03, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: credit suisse group ag, Zurich, switzerland

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %, 10 % and 15 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
27.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
15.20 % (equals 22208031 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 146142858

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.04 % (equals 54712 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.04 % (equals 54712 voting rights)
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.004 % (equals 5207 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.004 % (equals 5207 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
15.16 % (equals 22148112 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
credit suisse ag, credit suisse investments (uK), 
credit suisse investment holdings (uK), credit suisse 
securities (europe) ltd. 
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: cash equity swap;
expiration date: 23.05.2013

26. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25 wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on July 03, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: credit suisse ag, Zurich, switzerland

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %, 10 % and 15 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
27.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
15.16 % (equals 22153319 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 146142858

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.004 % (equals 5207 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.004 % (equals 5207 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
15.16 % (equals 22148112 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
credit suisse international
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument:
exercise period: claim for resitution from bonds
maturity: at any time
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27. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25 wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on July 03, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: credit suisse group ag, Zurich, switzerland

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %, 10 % and 15 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
27.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
15.16 % (equals 22153319 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 146142858

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.004 % (equals 5207 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.004 % (equals 5207 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
15.16 % (equals 22148112 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
credit suisse ag, credit suisse international
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument:
exercise period: claim for restitution from bonds
maturity: at any time

28. on 03 July 2012, credit suisse group ag, Zurich, 
switzerland, has informed us according to article 21, 
section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the thresholds of 
15 %, 10 %, 5 % and 3 % on 28 June 2012 and as of such 
date amount to 0.24 % (this corresponds to 352,404 vot-
ing rights). 

thereof 0.21 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
307,105 voting rights) are to be attributed to credit sui-
sse group ag according to article 22, section 1, sen-
tence 1, no. 1 of the wphg and 0.03 % of the voting 
rights (this corresponds to 45,299 voting rights) are to be 
attributed to the company according to article 22, sec-
tion 1, sentence 1, no. 6 in connection with article 22, 
section 1, sentence 2 of the wphg. 

on 03 July 2012, credit suisse ag, Zurich, switzerland, 
has informed us according to article 21, section 1 of the 
wphg that its voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have fallen 
below the thresholds of 15 %, 10 %, 5 % and 3 % on 28 
June 2012 and as of such date amount to 0.24 % (this 
corresponds to 352,404 voting rights). 

thereof 0.21 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
307,105 voting rights) are to be attributed to credit sui-
sse ag according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, 
no. 1 of the wphg and 0.03 % of the voting rights (this 
corresponds to 45,299 voting rights) are to be attributed 
to the company according to article 22, section 1, sen-
tence 1, no. 6 in connection with article 22, section 1, 
sentence 2 of the wphg. 

on 03 July 2012, credit suisse investments (uK), lon-
don, united Kingdom, has informed us according to arti-
cle 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the thresholds of 
15 %, 10 %, 5 % and 3 % on 28 June 2012 and as of such 
date amount to 0.21 % (this corresponds to 308,774 vot-
ing rights).

thereof 0.21 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
308,774 voting rights) are to be attributed to credit sui-
sse investments (uK) according to article 22, section 1, 
sentence 1, no. 1 of the wphg.

on 03 July 2012, credit suisse investment holdings 
(uK), london, united Kingdom, has informed us accord-
ing to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting 
rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, 
isin: de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the thresholds 
of 15 %, 10 %, 5 % and 3 % on 28 June 2012 and as of 
such date amount to 0.21 % (this corresponds to 308,774 
voting rights).
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thereof 0.21 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
308,774 voting rights) are to be attributed to credit sui-
sse investment holdings (uK) according to article 22, 
section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 of the wphg. 

on 03 July 2012, credit suisse securities (europe) lim-
ited, london, united Kingdom, has informed us accord-
ing to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting 
rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, 
isin: de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the thresholds 
of 15 %, 10 %, 5 % and 3 % on 28 June 2012 and as of 
such date amount to 0.21 % (this corresponds to 308,774 
voting rights).

29. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25a wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on July 03, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: credit suisse securities (europe) limited, 
london, united Kingdom 

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 15 %, 10 % and 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
28.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
0.27 % (equals 388694 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 146142858

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.05 % (equals 79920 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.21 % (equals 308774 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: cash equity swap;
expiration date: 23.05.2013

30. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25a wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on July 03, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: credit suisse investment holdings (uK), 
 london, united Kingdom 

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 15 %, 10 % and 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
28.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
0.27 % (equals 388694 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 146142858

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.05 % (equals 79920 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.05 % (equals 79920 voting rights)
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.21 % (equals 308774 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
credit suisse securities (europe) limited
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: cash equity swap;
expiration date: 23.05.2013
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31. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25a wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on July 03, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: credit suisse investments (uK), london, 
united Kingdom 

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 15 %, 10 % and 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
28.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
0.27 % (equals 388694 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 146142858

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.05 % (equals 79920 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.05 % (equals 79920 voting rights)
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
 instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.21 % (equals 308774 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
credit suisse investment holdings (uK), credit suisse 
securities (europe) limited
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
i nstrument: cash equity swap;
expiration date: 23.05.2013

32. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25a wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on July 03, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: credit suisse ag, Zurich, switzerland

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 15 %, 10 % and 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
28.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
0.30 % (equals 434553 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 146142858

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
i nstruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.05 % (equals 79920 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.05 % (equals 79920 voting rights)
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
 instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.002 % (equals 2229 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.002 % (equals 2229 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.24 % (equals 352404 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
credit suisse investments (uK), credit suisse investment 
holdings (uK), credit suisse securities (europe) ltd.
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: cash equity swap;
expiration date: 23.05.2013
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33. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25a wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on July 03, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: credit suisse group ag, Zurich, switzerland

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 15 %, 10 % and 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
28.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
0.30 % (equals 434553 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 146142858

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.05 % (equals 79920 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.05 % (equals 79920 voting rights)
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.002 % (equals 2229 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.002 % (equals 2229 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.24 % (equals 352404 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
credit suisse ag, credit suisse investments (uK), 
credit suisse investment holdings (uK), credit suisse 
securities (europe) ltd. 
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: cash equity swap;
expiration date: 23.05.2013

34. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25 wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on July 03, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: credit suisse ag, Zurich, switzerland

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 15 %, 10 % and 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
28.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
0.24 % (equals 354633 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 146142858

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.002 % (equals 2229 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.002 % (equals 2229 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.24 % (equals 352404 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
credit suisse international
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument:
exercise period: claim for resitution from bonds
maturity: at any time
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35. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25 wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on July 03, 2012:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: credit suisse group ag, Zurich, switzerland

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 15 %, 10 % and 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
28.06.2012

total amount of voting rights:
0.24 % (equals 354633 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 146142858

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.002 % (equals 2229 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.002 % (equals 2229 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.24 % (equals 352404 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
credit suisse ag, credit suisse international
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument:
exercise period: claim for resitution from bonds
maturity: at any time

36. on 25 July 2012, Blackrock financial management, 
inc., new york, usa, has informed us according to arti-
cle 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the threshold of 3 % on 
19 July 2012 and as of such date amount to 3.03 % (this 
corresponds to 4,423,151 voting rights). 

these 3.03 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
4,423,151 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 
of the wphg in connection with article 22, section 1, 
sentence 2 of the wphg.

on 25 July 2012, Blackrock holdco 2, inc., wilmington, 
delaware, usa, has informed us according to article 21, 
section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the threshold of 3 % on 
19 July 2012 and as of such date amount to 3.03 % (this 
corresponds to 4,423,151 voting rights). 

these 3.03 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
4,423,151 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 
of the wphg in connection with article 22, section 1, 
sentence 2 of the wphg.

on 25 July 2012, Blackrock, inc., new york, usa, has 
informed us according to article 21, section 1 of the 
wphg that its voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt/main, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have 
exceeded the threshold of 3 % on 19 July 2012 and as of 
such date amount to 3.03 % (this corresponds to 
4,423,151 voting rights).

these 3.03 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
4,423,151 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 
of the wphg in connection with article 22, section 1, 
sentence 2 of the wphg.

37. on 24 July 2012, Blackrock financial management, 
inc., new york, usa, has informed us according to arti-
cle 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the threshold of 3 % 
on 27 June 2012 and as of such date amount to 2.73 % 
(this corresponds to 3,994,191 voting rights). 

these 2.73 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
3,994,191 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 
of the wphg in connection with article 22, section 1, 
sentence 2 of the wphg.
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on 24 July 2012, Blackrock holdco 2, inc., wilmington, 
delaware, usa, has informed us according to 
article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the threshold of 3 % 
on 27 June 2012 and as of such date amount to 2.73 % 
(this corresponds to 3,994,191 voting rights). 

these 2.73 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
3,994,191 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 
of the wphg in connection with article 22, section 1, 
sentence 2 of the wphg.

on 24 July 2012, Blackrock, inc., new york, usa, has 
informed us according to article 21, section 1 of the 
wphg that its voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt/main, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have 
fallen below the threshold of 3 % on 27 June 2012 and as 
of such date amount to 2.73 % (this corresponds to 
3,994,191 voting rights).

these 2.73 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
3,994,191 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 
of the wphg in connection with article 22, section 1, 
sentence 2 of the wphg.

38. on 24 July 2012, cohen & steers capital manage-
ment, inc., new york, usa, has informed us according to 
article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the threshold of 3 % 
on 19 July 2012 and as of such date amount to 2.98 % 
(this corresponds to 4,355,809 voting rights).

these 2.98 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
4,355,809 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 
of the wphg.

39. on 09 august 2012 mlp ag, wiesloch, germany, has 
informed us according to articles 21, section 1 and 24 of 
the wphg that its voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt/main, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have 
fallen below the threshold of 3 % on 07 august 2012 and 
as of such date amount to 0.00 % (this corresponds to 
0 voting rights). 

the voting rights previously held by mlp ag were attrib-
uted to the company according to article 22, section 1, 
sentence 1, no. 1 of the wphg. 

the attributed voting rights were held via the following 
companies that are controlled by mlp ag and whose 
voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag amounted to 3 % 
each or more and of 07 august 2012 amount to 0.00 % 
(this corresponds to 0 voting rights):

•  Feri AG, Bad Homburg v.d.H. (previously signed with 
the name: feri finance ag für finanzplanung und 
research, Bad homburg v.d.h.)

•  feri trust gmbh, Bad homburg v.d.h. (legal successor 
of: feri institutional advisors gmbh, Bad homburg 
v.d.h.)

•  Feri Trust (Luxembourg) S.A., Luxemburg (legal 
 successor of: ferrum pension management s.a.r.l., 
luxemburg)

40. on 17 august 2012, internationale Kapitalanlagege-
sellschaft mbh, düsseldorf, germany, has informed us 
according to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its 
voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, 
germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the 
threshold of 3 % on 16 august 2012 and as of such date 
amount to 4.66 % (this corresponds to 6,802,161 voting 
rights).

these 4.66 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
6,802,161 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 
of the wphg via Ärzteversorgung westfalen-lippe, ein-
richtung der Ärztekammer westfalen-lippe K.d.ö.r. 

41. on 22 august 2012 mlp ag, wiesloch, germany, has 
informed us, on behalf of feri trust (luxembourg) s.a., 
luxemburg, (legal successor of: ferrum pension man-
agement s.a.r.l., luxemburg), according to articles 21, 
section 1 and 24 of the wphg that the voting rights of 
feri trust (luxembourg) s.a. in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt/main, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have 
fallen below the threshold of 3 % on 16 august 2012 and 
as of such date amount to 0.00 % (this corresponds to 
0 voting rights). 
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42. on 29 august 2012 aXa s.a., paris, france, informed 
us according to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that:

the voting rights of aXa investment managers s.a., 
paris la défense cedex, france, have fallen below the 
threshold of 3 % in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, 
germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, on 24 august 2012 and 
amounted to 2.96 % (4,321,569 voting rights). these 
2.96 % (4,321,569 voting rights) are to be attributed 
according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 of 
the wphg.

the voting rights of aXa s.a., paris, france, have fallen 
below the threshold of 3 % in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, on 24 
august 2012 and amounted to 2.98 % (4,352,186 voting 
rights). these 2.98 % (4,352,186 voting rights) are to be 
attributed to aXa s.a. according to article 22, section 1, 
sentence 1, no. 6 and sentence 2 of the wphg.

43. on 30 august 2012, cohen & steers, inc., new york, 
usa, has informed us according to article 21, section 1 
of the wphg that its voting rights in deutsche wohnen 
ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, on 29 
august 2012 have fallen below the threshold of 3 % and 
amounted to 2,97 % (this corresponds to 4,343,933 vot-
ing rights).

these 2.97 % (4,343,933 voting rights) are to be attrib-
uted to the company according to article 22, section 1, 
sentence 1, no. 6 of the wphg in connection with arti-
cle 22, section 1, sentence 2 of the wphg.

44. on 22 august 2012 mlp ag, wiesloch, germany, has 
informed us, on behalf of feri trust (luxembourg) s.a., 
luxemburg, luxemburg (legal successor of: ferrum 
pension management s.a.r.l., luxemburg, luxemburg) 
according to articles 21, section 1 and 24 of the wphg 
that the voting rights of feri trust (luxembourg) s.a. in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the threshold of 3 % 
on 16 august 2012 and as of such date amount to 0.00 % 
(this corresponds to 0 voting rights).

on 22 august 2012 mlp ag, wiesloch, germany, has 
informed us, on behalf of feri trust gmbh, Bad hom-
burg v.d.h., germany, (legal successor of: feri institu-
tional advisors gmbh, Bad homburg v.d.h.), according 
to articles 21, section 1 and 24 of the wphg that the 
voting rights of feri trust gmbh in deutsche wohnen 
ag, frankfurt/main, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, 
have fallen below the threshold of 3 % on 16 august 2012 
and as of such date amount to 0.00 % (this corresponds 
to 0 voting rights).

the voting rights previously held were attributed to the 
company according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, 
no. 1 of the wphg.

the attributed voting rights were held via the following 
companies that are controlled by feri trust gmbh and 
whose voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag amounted 
to 3 % each or more and of 16 august 2012 amount to 
0.00 % (this corresponds to 0 voting rights):

•  Feri Trust (Luxembourg) S.A., Luxemburg (legal 
 successor of: ferrum pension management s.a.r.l., 
luxemburg)

on 22 august 2012 mlp ag, wiesloch, germany, has 
informed us, on behalf of feri ag, Bad homburg v.d.h., 
germany,( previously signed with the name: feri finance 
ag für finanzplanung und research, Bad homburg v.d.h.), 
according to articles 21, section 1 and 24 of the wphg 
that the voting rights of feri ag in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt/main, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have 
fallen below the threshold of 3 % on 16 august 2012 and 
as of such date amount to 0.00 % (this corresponds to 
0 voting rights).

the voting rights previously held were attributed to the 
company according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, 
no. 1 of the wphg.
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the attributed voting rights were held via the following 
companies that are controlled by feri ag and whose vot-
ing rights in deutsche wohnen ag amounted to 3 % 
each or more and of 16 august 2012 amount to 0.00 % 
(this corresponds to 0 voting rights):

•  Feri Trust (Luxembourg) S.A., Luxemburg 
(legal successor of: ferrum pension management 
s.a.r.l., luxemburg)

•  Feri Trust (Luxembourg) S.A., Luxemburg 
(legal successor of: ferrum pension management 
s.a.r.l., luxemburg)

45. on 21 september 2012, cohen & steers, inc., 
new york, usa, has informed us according to 
article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the threshold of 3 % on 
19 september 2012 and as of such date amount to 
3.005 % (this corresponds to 4,391,101 voting rights).

these 3.005 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
4,391,101 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 
of the wphg in connection with article 22, section 1, 
sentence 2 of the wphg.

46. on 25 september 2012 aXa s.a., paris, france, 
informed us according to article 21, section 1 of the 
wphg that:

the voting rights of aXa investment managers s.a., 
paris la défense cedex, france, have exceeded the 
threshold of 3 % in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/
main, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, on 20 september 
2012 and as of such date amount to 3.03 % (4,438,571 
voting rights). these 3.03 % (4,438,571 voting rights) are 
to be attributed according to article 22, section 1, sen-
tence 1, no. 6 of the wphg.

the voting rights of aXa s.a., paris, france, have 
exceeded the threshold of 3 % in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt/main, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, on 20 
september 2012 and as of such date amount to 3.06 % 
(4,479,188 voting rights). these 3.06 % (4,479,188 voting 
rights) are to be attributed to aXa s.a. according to arti-
cle 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 and sentence 2 of the 
wphg.

47. on 27 september 2012, cohen & steers, inc., 
new york, usa, has informed us according to 
article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the threshold of 3 % 
on 25 september 2012 and as of such date amount to 
2.86 % (this corresponds to 4,184,893 voting rights).

these 2.86 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
4,184,893 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 
of the wphg in connection with article 22, section 1, 
sentence 2 of the wphg.

48. on 01 october 2012 aXa s.a., paris, france, informed 
us according to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that:

the voting rights of aXa investment managers s.a., 
paris la défense cedex, france, have fallen below the 
threshold of 3 % in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/
main, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, on 26 september 
2012 and as of such date amount to 2.58 % (3,774,863 
voting rights). these 2.58 % (3,774,863 voting rights) are 
to be attributed according to article 22, section 1, sen-
tence 1, no. 6 of the wphg.

the voting rights of aXa s.a., paris, france, have fallen 
below the threshold of 3 % in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt/main, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, on 26 
september 2012 and as of such date amount to 2.61 % 
(3,815,480 voting rights). these 2.61 % (3,815,480 voting 
rights) are to be attributed to aXa s.a. according to arti-
cle 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 and sentence 2 of the 
wphg.

49. on 24 october 2012, first eagle overseas fund, 
new york, usa, has informed us according to 
article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the threshold of 5 % 
on 23 october 2012 and as of such date amount to 
4.99 % (this corresponds to 7,285,662 voting rights).
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50. on 14 december 2012, Blackrock international 
holdings, inc., new york, usa, has informed us accord-
ing to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting 
rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, ger-
many, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the thresh-
old of 3 % on 11 december 2012 and as of such date 
amount to 3.002 % (this corresponds to 4,387,688 voting 
rights).

these 3.002 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
4,387,688 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 
of the wphg in connection with article 22, section 1, 
sentence 2 of the wphg.

on 14 december 2012, Br Jersey international hold-
ings, l.p., st. helier, Jersey, channel islands, has 
informed us according to article 21, section 1 of the 
wphg that its voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt/main, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have 
exceeded the threshold of 3 % on 11 december 2012 and 
as of such date amount to 3.002 % (this corresponds to 
4,387,688 voting rights).

these 3.002 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
4,387,688 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 
of the wphg in connection with article 22, section 1, 
sentence 2 of the wphg.

on 14 december 2012, Blackrock advisors holdings, 
inc., new york, usa, has informed us according to arti-
cle 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the threshold of 3 % on 
11 december 2012 and as of such date amount to 
3.002 % (this corresponds to 4,387,688 voting rights). 

these 3.002 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
4,387,688 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 
of the wphg in connection with article 22, section 1, 
sentence 2 of the wphg.

51. on 14 december 2012, mfs international Value 
fund, Boston, usa, has informed us according to arti-
cle 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the threshold of 3 % on 
13 december 2012 and as of such date amount to 3.01 % 
(this corresponds to 4,394,678 voting rights).

52. on 15 January 2013 cohen & steers capital man-
agement, inc., new york, usa, informed us according to 
article 21, section 1 of the wphg that:

we herby revoke our notices regarding the proportion of 
voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, 
germany pursuant to section 21 (1) wphg dated:

• 7 April 2008;
• 3 July 2008;
• 2 November 2009;
• 1 June 2010;
• 27 October 2010;
• 12 April 2011;
• 31 May 2012; and
• 1 June 2012.

the aforementioned notices are thus to be disregarded. 

on 15 January 2013 cohen & steers capital manage-
ment, inc., new york, usa, further informed us accord-
ing to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that: 
we hereby like to inform you pursuant to section 21 
para. 1 wphg that our percentage holding of the voting 
rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, 
germany

a)  on 2 november 2010 exceeded the threshold of 3 % 
and amounted to 3.04 % (exact amount of voting 
rights: 2,484,445) both in relation to the total number 
of voting rights of the issuer and in relation to all vot-
ing shares of the same share class. the voting rights 
are entirely attributable to us pursuant to 
sec. 22 para 1 sentence 1 no. 6 wphg;

b)  on 6 december 2010 fell below the threshold of 3 % 
and amounted to 2.99 % (exact amount of voting 
rights: 2,444,391) both in relation to the total number 
of voting rights of the issuer and in relation to all vot-
ing shares of the same share class. the voting rights 
are entirely attributable to us pursuant to sec. 22 
para 1 sentence 1 no. 6 wphg;
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c)  on 30 december 2010 exceeded the threshold of 3 % 
and amounted to 3.03 % (exact amount of voting 
rights: 2,476,560) both in relation to the total number 
of voting rights of the issuer and in relation to all vot-
ing shares of the same share class. the voting rights 
are entirely attributable to us pursuant to sec. 22 
para 1 sentence 1 no. 6 wphg;

d)  on 6 June 2011 exceeded the threshold of 5 % and 
amounted to 5.02 % (exact amount of voting rights: 
4,103,843) both in relation to the total number of vot-
ing rights of the issuer and in relation to all voting 
shares of the same share class. the voting rights are 
entirely attributable to us pursuant to sec. 22 para 1 
sentence 1 no. 6 wphg; and 

e)  on 6 december 2011 fell below the threshold of 5 % 
and amounted to 4.97 % (exact amount of voting 
rights: 5,083,904) both in relation to the total number 
of voting rights of the issuer and in relation to all vot-
ing shares of the same share class. the voting rights 
are entirely attributable to us pursuant to sec. 22 
para 1 sentence 1 no. 6 wphg.

53. on 15 January 2013 cohen & steers, inc., new york, 
usa, informed us according to article 21, section 1 of the 
wphg that: 

we herby revoke our notices regarding the proportion of 
voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, 
germany pursuant to section 21 (1) wphg dated:

• 28 February 2008;
• 14 July 2008;
•  6 October 2009 (corrected by Ietter of 14 October 

2009); – 12 october 2009 (corrected by ietter of 
14 october 2009) – 14 october 2009;

• 20 October 2009;
• 1 June 2010;
• 27 October 2010;
• 4 November 2010;
• 8 August 2011; and
• 17 October 2011.

the aforementioned notices are thus to be disregarded. 

on 15 January 2013 cohen & steers, inc., new york, 
usa, further informed us according to article 21, 
 section 1 of the wphg that: 

we hereby like to inform you pursuant to section 21 
para. 1 wphg that our percentage holding of the voting 
rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany

a)  on 3 april 2008 exceeded the threshold of 3 % and 
amounted to 3.14 % (exact amount of voting rights: 
830,065) both in relation to the total number of voting 
rights of the issuer and in relation to all voting shares 
of the same share class. the voting rights are entirely 
attributable to us pursuant to sec. 22 para 1 sen-
tence 1 no. 6 in connection with sentences 2, 3 wphg;

b)  on 30 June 2008 fell below the threshold of 3 % and 
amounted to 2.83 % (exact amount of voting rights: 
746,339) both in relation to the total number of voting 
rights of the issuer and in relation to all voting shares 
of the same share class. the voting rights are entirely 
attributable to us pursuant to sec. 22 para 1 sen-
tence 1 no. 6 in connection with sentences 2, 3 wphg;

c)  on 4 november 2009 exceeded the threshold of 3 % 
and amounted to 3.02 % (exact amount of voting 
rights: 2,468,676) both in relation to the total number 
of voting rights of the issuer and in relation to all vot-
ing shares of the same share class. the voting rights 
are entirely attributable to us pursuant to sec. 22 para 
1 sentence 1 no. 6 in connection with sentences 2, 
3 wphg;

d)  on 14 december 2009 fell below the threshold of 3 % 
and amounted to 2.99 % (exact amount of voting 
rights: 2,449,355) both in relation to the total number 
of voting rights of the issuer and in relation to all vot-
ing shares of the same share class. the voting rights 
are entirely attributable to us pursuant to sec. 22 para 
1 sentence 1 no. 6 in connection with sentences 2, 
3 wphg;
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e)  on 21 october 2010 exceeded the threshold of 3 % and 
amounted to 3.23 % (exact amount of voting rights: 
2,645,182) both in relation to the total number of voting 
rights of the issuer and in relation to all voting shares 
of the same share class. the voting rights are entirely 
attributable to us pursuant to sec. 22 para 1 sentence 1 
no. 6 in connection with sentences 2, 3 wphg;

f)  on 18 april 2011 exceeded the threshold of 5 % and 
amounted to 5.03 % (exact amount of voting rights: 
4,116,510) both in relation to the total number of vot-
ing rights of the issuer and in relation to all voting 
shares of the same share class. the voting rights are 
entirely attributable to us pursuant to sec. 22 para 1 
sentence 1 no. 6 in connection with sentences 2, 
3 wphg; and

g)  on 12 march 2012 fell below the threshold of 5 % and 
amounted to 4.95 % (exact amount of voting rights: 
5,067,218) both in relation to the total number of voting 
rights of the issuer and in relation to all voting shares 
of the same share class. the voting rights are entirely 
attributable to us pursuant to sec. 22 para 1 sentence 1 
no. 6 in connection with sentences 2, 3 wphg.

54. on 22 January 2013, uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland, 
has informed us according to article 21, section 1 of the 
wphg that its voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have 
exceeded the threshold of 3 % on 17 January 2013 and 
as of such date amount to 4.89 % (this corresponds to 
7,862,853 voting rights).

thereof 0.29 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
463,935 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 
of the wphg and 4.55 % of the voting rights (this corres-
ponds to 7,307,142 voting rights) are to be attributed 
to the company according to article 22, section 1, sen-
tence 1, no. 2 of the wphg. 

on 21 January 2013, uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland, has 
informed us according to article 21, section 1 of the 
wphg that its voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have fallen 
below the threshold of 3 % on 18 January 2013 and as of 
such date amount to 0.60 % (this corresponds to 956,691 
voting rights).

thereof 0.29 % of voting rights (this corresponds to 
463,935 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 
of the wphg.

55. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25a wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on January 21, 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland 

triggering event:exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17.01.2013

total amount of voting rights:
7.20 % (equals 11581709 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160757143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.02 % (equals 34306 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
2.29 % (equals 3684550 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
4.89 % (equals 7862853 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swap; expiration date: 04.02.2015
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swap; expiration date: 13.12.2016
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swap; expiration date: 17.07.2017
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56. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25 wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on January 21, 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland 

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18.01.2013

total amount of voting rights:
2.84 % (equals 4570680 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160757143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
2.25 % (equals 3613989 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.60 % (equals 956691 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument:
exercise period: at any time 

57. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25 wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on January 21, 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland 

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17.01.2013

total amount of voting rights:
7.18 % (equals 11547403 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160757143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
2.29 % (equals 3684550 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
4.89 % (equals 7862853 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument:
exercise period: at any time

58. on 23 January 2013, Br Jersey international 
 holdings, l.p., st. helier, Jersey, channel islands, has 
informed us according to article 21, section 1 of the 
wphg that its voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, 
frankfurt/main, germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have 
fallen below the threshold of 3 % on 17 January 2013 and 
as of such date amount to 2.85 % (this corresponds to 
4,581,441 voting rights).

these 2.85 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
4,581,441 voting rights) are to be attributed to the 
 company according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, 
no. 6 of the wphg in connection with article 22, sec-
tion 1, sentence 2 of the wphg.

on 23 January 2013, Blackrock international holdings, 
inc., new york, ny, usa, has informed us according to 
article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the threshold of 3 % 
on 17 January 2013 and as of such date amount to 
2.85 % (this corresponds to 4,581,441 voting rights).

these 2.85 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
4,581,441 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 
of the wphg in connection with article 22, section 1, 
sentence 2 of the wphg.
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59. notification of voting rights pursuant to sec. 25a wphg
we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on January 21, 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: uBs ag, Zurich, switzerland

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18.01.2013

total amount of voting rights:
2.87 % (equals 4606698 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160757143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
 instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.02 % (equals 36018 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
i nstruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
2.25 % (equals 3613989 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly:
0.00 % (equals 0 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.60 % (equals 956691 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swap; expiration date: 04.02.2015
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swap; expiration date: 13.12.2016
isin or name/description of the financial/other 
 instrument: equity swap; expiration date: 17.07.2017

60. on 21 January 2013, merrill lynch international, 
london, united Kingdom, has informed us according to 
article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the thresholds of 3 % 
and 5 % on 17 January 2013 and as of such date amount 
to 9.09 % (this corresponds to 14,617,081 voting rights).

on 21 January 2013, ml uK capital holdings, london, 
united Kingdom, has informed us according to 
article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
 deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the thresholds of 3 % 
and 5 % on 17 January 2013 and as of such date amount 
to 9.09 % (this corresponds to 14,617,081 voting rights). 

thereof 9.09 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
14,617,081 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 of 
the wphg.
attributed voting rights are held via the following com-
panies that are controlled by ml uK capital holdings 
and whose holdings of voting rights amount to 3 % each 
or more in deutsche wohnen ag:
• Merrill Lynch International

on 21 January 2013, merrill lynch holdings ltd, london, 
united Kingdom, has informed us according to 
article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the thresholds of 3 % 
and 5 % on 17 January 2013 and as of such date amount 
to 9.09 % (this corresponds to 14,617,081 voting rights).

thereof 9.09 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
14,617,081 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 
of the wphg.
attributed voting rights are held via the following com-
panies that are controlled by merrill lynch holdings ltd 
and whose holdings of voting rights amount to 3 % each 
or more in deutsche wohnen ag:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
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on 21 January 2013, merrill lynch europe intermediate 
holdings, london, united Kingdom, has informed us 
according to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its 
voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, 
 germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the 
thresholds of 3 % and 5 % on 17 January 2013 and as of 
such date amount to 9.09 % (this corresponds to 
14,617,081 voting rights).

thereof 9.09 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
14,617,081 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 
of the wphg.
attributed voting rights are held via the following com-
panies that are controlled by merrill lynch europe inter-
mediate holdings and whose holdings of voting rights 
amount to 3 % each or more in deutsche wohnen ag: 
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd

on 21 January 2013, merrill lynch europe plc, london, 
united Kingdom, has informed us according to 
article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the thresholds of 3 % 
and 5 % on 17 January 2013 and as of such date amount 
to 9.09 % (this corresponds to 14,617,081 voting rights).

thereof 9.09 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
14,617,081 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 
of the wphg.
attributed voting rights are held via the following com-
panies that are controlled by merrill lynch europe plc 
and whose holdings of voting rights amount to 3 % each 
or more in deutsche wohnen ag:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings

on 21 January 2013, merrill lynch international hold-
ings inc, wilmington, de, usa, has informed us accord-
ing to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting 
rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, 
isin: de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the thresholds of 
3 % and 5 % on 17 January 2013 and as of such date 
amount to 9.09 % (this corresponds to 14,617,081 vot-
ing rights).

thereof 9.09 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
14,617,081 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 
of the wphg.
attributed voting rights are held via the following com-
panies that are controlled by merrill lynch international 
holdings inc and whose holdings of voting rights 
amount to 3 % each or more in deutsche wohnen ag: 
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Europe Plc

on 21 January 2013, merrill lynch international incorpo-
rated, wilmington, de, usa, has informed us according 
to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights 
in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the thresholds of 3 % 
and 5 % on 17 January 2013 and as of such date amount 
to 9.09 % (this corresponds to 14,617,081 voting rights).

thereof 9.09 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
14,617,081 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 
of the wphg.
attributed voting rights are held via the following com-
panies that are controlled by merrill lynch international 
incorporated and whose holdings of voting rights 
amount to 3 % each or more in deutsche wohnen ag: 
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Europe Plc
• Merrill Lynch International Holdings Inc

on 21 January 2013, merrill lynch & co., wilmington, 
de, usa, has informed us according to article 21, 
section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the thresholds of 3 % 
and 5 % on 17 January 2013 and as of such date amount 
to 9.11 % (this corresponds to 14,640,589 voting rights). 
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thereof 9.11 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
14,640,589 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 
of the wphg.
attributed voting rights are held via the following com-
panies that are controlled by merrill lynch & co. and 
whose holdings of voting rights amount to 3 % each or 
more in deutsche wohnen ag:
•  Merrill Lynch International
•  ML UK Capital Holdings
•  Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
•  Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
•  Merrill Lynch Europe Plc
•  Merrill Lynch International Holdings Inc
•  Merrill Lynch International Incorporated

on 21 January 2013, Bank of america corporation, 
charlotte, nc, usa, has informed us according to arti-
cle 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the thresholds of 3 % 
and 5 % on 17 January 2013 and as of such date amount 
to 9.11 % (this corresponds to 14,640,589 voting rights). 

thereof 9.11 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
14,640,589 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 1 
of the wphg.
attributed voting rights are held via the following com-
panies that are controlled by Bank of america corpora-
tion and whose holdings of voting rights amount to 3 % 
each or more in deutsche wohnen ag: 
•  Merrill Lynch International
•  ML UK Capital Holdings
•  Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
•  Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
•  Merrill Lynch Europe Plc
•  Merrill Lynch International Holdings Inc
•  Merrill Lynch International Incorporated
•  Merrill Lynch & Co.

61. i: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch international
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
9.30 % (equals: 14,945,393 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % (equals: 0 voting rights) 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.20 % (equals: 320,626 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % (equals: 0 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
9.09 % (equals: 14,617,081 voting rights)
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ii: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: ml uK capital holdings
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
9.30 % (equals: 14,945,393 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting 
rights) 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.20 % (equals: 320,626 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.20 % 
(equals: 320,626 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
9.09 % (equals: 14,617,081 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International

iii: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch holdings ltd
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
9.30 % (equals: 14,945,393 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting 
rights) 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.20 % (equals: 320,626 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.20 % (equals: 320,626 voting 
rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
9.09 % (equals: 14,617,081 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
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iV: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch europe intermediate holdings
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
9.30 % (equals: 14,945,393 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % 
(equals: 7,686 voting rights) 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.20 % (equals: 320,626 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.20 % 
(equals: 320,626 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
9.09 % (equals: 14,617,081 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd

V: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch europe plc
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
9.30 % (equals: 14,945,393 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % 
(equals: 7,686 voting rights) 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.20 % (equals: 320,626 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.20 % 
(equals: 320,626 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
9.09 % (equals: 14,617,081 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
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Vi: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch international holdings inc
country: united states
registered office: wilmington, de

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
9.30 % (equals: 14,945,393 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % 
(equals: 7,686 voting rights) 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.20 % (equals: 320,626 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.20 % 
(equals: 320,626 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
9.09 % (equals: 14,617,081 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Europe Plc

Vii: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch international incorporated
country: united states
registered office: wilmington, de

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
9.30 % (equals: 14,945,393 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % 
(equals: 7,686 voting rights) 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.20 % (equals: 320,626 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.20 % 
(equals: 320,626 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
9.09 % (equals: 14,617,081 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Europe Plc
• Merrill Lynch International Holdings Inc
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Viii: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch & co
country: united states
registered office: wilmington, de

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
9.32 % (equals: 14,978,407 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % 
(equals: 7,686 voting rights) 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.21 % (equals: 330,132 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.21 % 
(equals: 330,132 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
9.11 % (equals: 14,640,589 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Europe Plc
• Merrill Lynch International Holdings Inc
• Merrill Lynch International Incorporated

iX: we received the following notification pursuant to 
25a wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: Bank of america corporation
country: united states
registered office: charlotte, nc

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
9.32 % (equals: 14,978,407 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % 
(equals: 7,686 voting rights) 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.21 % (equals: 330,132 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.21 % 
(equals: 330,132 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
9.11 % (equals: 14,640,589 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Europe Plc
• Merrill Lynch International Holdings Inc
• Merrill Lynch International Incorporated
• Merrill Lynch & Co
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62. i: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch international
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
 instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 0 voting rights)

ii: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: ml uK capital holdings
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.26 % 
(equals: 413,442 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 0 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International

iii: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch holdings ltd
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.26 % 
(equals: 413,442 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 0 voting rights)
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detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings

iV: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch europe intermediate holdings
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.26 % 
(equals: 413,442 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 0 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd

V: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch europe plc
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.26 % 
(equals: 413,442 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 0 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
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Vi: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch international holdings inc
country: united states
registered office: wilmington, de

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.26 % 
(equals: 413,442 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 0 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Europe Plc

Vii: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on 23 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch international incorporated
country: united states
registered office: wilmington, de

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.26 % 
(equals: 413,442 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 0 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Europe Plc
• Merrill Lynch International Holdings Inc
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Viii: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch & co
country: united states
registered office: wilmington, de

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
0.27 % (equals: 436,950 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.26 % 
(equals: 413,442 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.01 % (equals: 23,508 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Europe Plc
• Merrill Lynch International Holdings Inc
• Merrill Lynch International Incorporated

iX: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: Bank of america corporation
country: united states
registered office: charlotte, nc

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
0.27 % (equals: 436,950 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.26 % 
(equals: 413,442 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.01 % (equals: 23,508 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Europe Plc
• Merrill Lynch International Holdings Inc
• Merrill Lynch International Incorporated
• Merrill Lynch & Co

Deutsche Wohnen AG annual financial statement and management report for the financial year 2012Deutsche Wohnen AG annual financial statement and management report for the financial year 2012
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63. i: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on 23 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch international
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
9.29 % (equals: 14,937,707 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.20 % (equals: 320,626 voting rights)
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
9.09 % (equals: 14,617,081 voting rights)

ii: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: ml uK capital holdings
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
9.29 % (equals: 14,937,707 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.20 % (equals: 320,626 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.20 % 
(equals: 320,626 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
9.09 % (equals: 14,617,081 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International

iii: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch holdings ltd
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
9.29 % (equals: 14,937,707 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.20 % (equals: 320,626 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.20 % 
(equals: 320,626 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
9.09 % (equals: 14,617,081 voting rights)
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detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings

iV: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch europe intermediate holdings
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
9.29 % (equals: 14,937,707 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.20 % (equals: 320,626 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.20 % 
(equals: 320,626 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
9.09 % (equals: 14,617,081 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd

V: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch europe plc
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
9.29 % (equals: 14,937,707 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.20 % (equals: 320,626 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.20 % 
(equals: 320,626 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
9.09 % (equals: 14,617,081 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings

Deutsche Wohnen AG annual financial statement and management report for the financial year 2012Deutsche Wohnen AG annual financial statement and management report for the financial year 2012
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Vi: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch international holdings inc
country: united states
registered office: wilmington, de

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
9.29 % (equals: 14,937,707 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.20 % (equals: 320,626 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.20 % 
(equals: 320,626 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
9.09 % (equals: 14,617,081 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Europe Plc

Vii: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch international incorporated
country: united states
registered office: wilmington, de

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
9.29 % (equals: 14,937,707 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.20 % (equals: 320,626 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.20 % 
(equals: 320,626 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
9.09 % (equals: 14,617,081 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Europe Plc
• Merrill Lynch International Holdings Inc
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Viii: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch & co
country: united states
registered office: wilmington, de

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
9.31 % (equals: 14,970,721 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.21 % (equals: 330,132 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.21 % 
(equals: 330,132 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
9.11 % (equals: 14,640,589 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Europe Plc
• Merrill Lynch International Holdings Inc
• Merrill Lynch International Incorporated

iX: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25 wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: Bank of america corporation
country: united states
registered office: charlotte, nc

triggering event: exceeding threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
17 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
9.31 % (equals: 14,970,721 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.21 % (equals: 330,132 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.21 % 
(equals: 330,132 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
9.11 % (equals: 14,640,589 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Europe Plc
• Merrill Lynch International Holdings Inc
• Merrill Lynch International Incorporated
• Merrill Lynch & Co

Deutsche Wohnen AG annual financial statement and management report for the financial year 2012Deutsche Wohnen AG annual financial statement and management report for the financial year 2012
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64. on 21 January 2013, merrill lynch international, 
london, united Kingdom, has informed us according 
to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights 
in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the thresholds of 5 % 
and 3 % on 18 January 2013 and as of such date amount 
to 0.00 % (this corresponds to 0 voting rights).

on 23 January 2013, ml uK capital holdings, london, 
united Kingdom, has informed us according to 
article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the thresholds of 5 % 
and 3 % on 18 January 2013 and as of such date amount 
to 0.00 % (this corresponds to 0 voting rights). 

on 23 January 2013, merrill lynch holdings ltd, london, 
united Kingdom, has informed us according to 
article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the thresholds of 5 % 
and 3 % on 18 January 2013 and as of such date amount 
to 0.00 % (this corresponds to 0 voting rights).

on 23 January 2013, merrill lynch europe intermediate 
holdings, london, united Kingdom, has informed us 
according to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its 
voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, 
 germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the 
thresholds of 5 % and 3 % on 18 January 2013 and as of 
such date amount to 0.00 % (this corresponds to 0 voting 
rights).

on 23 January 2013, merrill lynch europe plc, london, 
united Kingdom, has informed us according to 
article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the thresholds of 5 % 
and 3 % on 18 January 2013 and as of such date amount 
to 0.00 % (this corresponds to 0 voting rights).

on 23 January 2013, merrill lynch international hold-
ings inc, wilmington, de, usa, has informed us accord-
ing to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting 
rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, 
isin: de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the thresholds 
of 5 % and 3 % on 18 January 2013 and as of such date 
amount to 0.00 % (this corresponds to 0 voting rights).

on 23 January 2013, merrill lynch international incorpo-
rated, wilmington, de, usa, has informed us according 
to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights 
in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the thresholds of 5 % 
and 3 % on 18 January 2013 and as of such date amount 
to 0.00 % (this corresponds to 0 voting rights).

on 23 January 2013, merrill lynch & co., wilmington, 
de, usa, has informed us according to article 21, 
section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the thresholds of 5 % 
and 3 % on 18 January 2013 and as of such date amount 
to 0.01 % (this corresponds to 23,508 voting rights). 

on 23 January 2013, Bank of america corporation, 
charlotte, nc, usa, has informed us according to arti-
cle 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the thresholds of 5 % 
and 3 % on 18 January 2013 and as of such date amount 
to 0.01 % (this corresponds to 23,508 voting rights). 

65. i: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch international
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
0.27 % (equals: 421,128 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143
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detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % (equals: 0 voting rights) 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % (equals: 0 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 0 voting rights)

ii: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: ml uK capital holdings
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
0.27 % (equals: 421,128 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % 
(equals: 7,686 voting rights) 

Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.26 % 
(equals: 413,442 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 0 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International

iii: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch holdings ltd
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
0.27 % (equals: 421,128 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % 
(equals: 7,686 voting rights) 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.26 % 
(equals: 413,442 voting rights) 

Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 0 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
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iV: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch europe intermediate holdings
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
0.27 % (equals: 421,128 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % 
(equals: 7,686 voting rights) 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.26 % 
(equals: 413,442 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 0 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd

V: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch europe plc
country: united Kingdom
registered office: london

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
0.27 % (equals: 421,128 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % 
(equals: 7,686 voting rights) 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.26 % 
(equals: 413,442 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 0 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
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Vi: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch international holdings inc
country: united states
registered office: wilmington, de

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
0.27 % (equals: 421,128 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % 
(equals: 7,686 voting rights) 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.26 % 
(equals: 413,442 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 0 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Europe Plc

Vii: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch international incorporated
country: united states
registered office: wilmington, de

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
0.27 % (equals: 421,128 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % 
(equals: 7,686 voting rights) 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.26 % 
(equals: 413,442 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 0 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Europe Plc
• Merrill Lynch International Holdings Inc
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Viii: we received the following notification pursuant to 
sec. 25a wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: merrill lynch & co
country: united states
registered office: wilmington, de

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
0.28 % (equals: 444,636 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % 
(equals: 7,686 voting rights) 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.26 % 
(equals: 413,442 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.01 % (equals: 23,508 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Europe Plc
• Merrill Lynch International Holdings Inc
• Merrill Lynch International Incorporated

iX: we received the following notification pursuant to 
25a wphg on 21 January 2013:

listed company: deutsche wohnen ag
pfaffenwiese 300, 65929 frankfurt, germany

notifier: Bank of america corporation
country: united states
registered office: charlotte, nc

triggering event: falling below threshold

threshold(s) crossed or reached: 5 %

date at which the threshold is crossed or reached: 
18 January 2013

total amount of voting rights:
0.28 % (equals: 444,636 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting 
rights issued: 160,757,143

detailed information on the voting rights proportion: 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
0.00 % (equals: 7,686 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.00 % 
(equals: 7,686 voting rights) 
Voting rights proportion based on financial/other 
instruments pursuant to sec. 25 wphg:
0.26 % (equals: 413,442 voting rights)
thereof held indirectly: 0.26 % 
(equals: 413,442 voting rights) 
Voting rights pursuant to sec. 21, 22 wphg:
0.01 % (equals: 23,508 voting rights)

detailed information on financial/other instruments 
pursuant to sec. 25a wphg:
chain of controlled undertakings:
• Merrill Lynch International
• ML UK Capital Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Holdings Ltd
• Merrill Lynch Europe Intermediate Holdings
• Merrill Lynch Europe Plc
• Merrill Lynch International Holdings Inc
• Merrill Lynch International Incorporated
• Merrill Lynch & Co
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66. on 23 January 2013, mfs international Value fund, 
Boston, ma, usa, has informed us according to arti-
cle 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the threshold of 3 % 
on 17 January 2013 and as of such date amount to 
2.94 % (this corresponds to 4,730,559 voting rights). 

67. on 31 January 2013, arnhold and s. Bleichroeder 
holdings, inc., new york, ny, usa, has informed us 
according to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its 
voting rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, 
germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the 
threshold of 5 % on 17 January 2013 and as of such date 
amount to 4.72 % (this corresponds to 7,582,897 vot-
ing rights).

these 4.72 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
7,582,897 voting rights) are to be attributed to the 
 company according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, 
no. 6 of the wphg in connection with article 22, sec-
tion 1, sentence 2 of the wphg.

Voting rights of the following shareholder holding 3 % 
each or more in deutsche wohnen ag are to be attrib-
uted to arnhold and s. Bleichroeder holdings, inc.:
•  First Eagle Overseas Fund

on 31 January 2013, first eagle investment manage-
ment, llc, new york, ny, usa, has informed us accord-
ing to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting 
rights in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, 
 germany, isin: de000a0hn5c6, have fallen below the 
threshold of 5 % on 17 January 2013 and as of such date 
amount to 4.72 % (this corresponds to 7,582,897 vot-
ing rights).

these 4.72 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
7,582,897 voting rights) are to be attributed to the com-
pany according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, no. 6 
of the wphg.

Voting rights of the following shareholder holding 3 % 
each or more in deutsche wohnen ag are to be attrib-
uted to first eagle investment management, llc:
•  First Eagle Overseas Fund

68. on 13 february 2013, mfs international Value fund, 
Boston, ma, usa, has informed us according to arti-
cle 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights in 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany, isin: 
de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the threshold of 3 % on 
13 february 2013 and as of such date amount to 3.08 % 
(this corresponds to 4,949,943 voting rights).

69. on 25 february 2013, capital group international, 
inc., los angeles, ca, usa, has informed us according 
to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights 
in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany, 
isin: de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the threshold of 
3 % on 19 february 2013 and as of such date amount to 
3.02 % (this corresponds to 4,852,637 voting rights).

these 3.02 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
4,852,637 voting rights) are to be attributed to the 
 company according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, 
no. 6 of the wphg in connection with article 22, 
 section 1, sentence 2 and sentence 3 of the wphg.

on 25 february 2013, the capital group companies, 
inc., los angeles, ca, usa, has informed us according 
to article 21, section 1 of the wphg that its voting rights 
in deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, germany, 
isin: de000a0hn5c6, have exceeded the threshold of 
3 % on 19 february 2013 and as of such date amount to 
3.02 % (this corresponds to 4,852,637 voting rights).

these 3.02 % of the voting rights (this corresponds to 
4,852,637 voting rights) are to be attributed to the 
 company according to article 22, section 1, sentence 1, 
no. 6 of the wphg in connection with article 22, 
 section 1, sentence 2 and sentence 3 of the wphg.
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Auditor’s fees

in the year under review, the fees recorded as expenses 
for the auditors ernst & young gmbh wirtschaftsprü-
fungsgesellschaft, stuttgart, amounted to:

in EUR k 2012

financial audit 277

other certification and valuation services 1,564

tax advisory services 29

 1,870

the expenses include the value added tax which cannot 
be deducted as input tax. the expenses for the audit of 
the annual financial statements concern the audit of the 
separate and the consolidated financial statements. the 
expenses for other certification and valuation services, 
in addition to the expenses for due diligence, mainly 
concern services that were performed in connection 
with the capital increase; and which include the insur-
ance premium in the amount of eur 602 k besides the 
expenses for genuine certification services.

Employees

in the year under review the average number of employ-
ees was 75 (previous year: 78).

Related party disclosure

in the financial year, there were no transactions between 
related companies or individuals and the company that 
were not carried out at usual market rates.

Consolidated financial statements

the company is the parent company of the group and 
produces a consolidated financial statement, as pub-
lished in the german federal gazette (Bundesanzeiger).

Corporate Governance

the management Board and the supervisory Board sub-
mitted a declaration of compliance with the german 
corporate governance code in accordance with section 
161 german stock corporations act (aktg) and made it 
permanently available to the shareholders online at 

 www.deutsche-wohnen.de.

i. appropriation of net profits

the management Board proposes that the net profit in 
the amount of eur 33.8 million, comprising an annual 
net loss in the amount of eur 8.9 million, and a with-
drawal from the capital reserve in the amount of 
eur 42.6 million, be distributed to shareholders as a 
dividend of 21 cents per share.

frankfurt/main, 25 february 2013
deutsche wohnen ag

 michael Zahn lars wittan
chief executive officer chief financial officer
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EUR

Acquisition and production costs Accumulated depreciation, amortisation and write downs Carrying amount

1/1/2012 Additions Disposals 31/12/2012 1/1/2012 Additions Disposals 31/12/2012 31/12/2012 31/12/2011

intangible assets           

purchased franchises, 
industrial and similar rights and assets, 
and licenses in such rights and assets 6,097,916.14 857,117.60 0.00 6,955,033.74 3,629,269.87  1,191,511.29 0.00 4,820,781.16 2,134,252.58 2,468,646.27

property, plant and equipment           

other equipment, furniture and fixtures 1,789,685.36 1,003,224.49 82,682.03 2,710,227.82 762,424.54 382,715.63 53,739.59 1,091,400.58 1,618,827.24 1,027,260.82

financial assets           

shares in affiliates 286,371,323.53 151,165,000.00 0.00 437,536,323.53 0.00 970,000.00 0.00 970,000.00 436,566,323.53 286,371,323.53

 294,258,925.03 153,025,342.09 82,682.03 447,201,585.09 4,391,694.41 2,544,226.92 53,739.59 6,882,181.74 440,319,403.35 289,867,230.62

statement of changes in fixed assets
for the financial year from 1 January 2011 to 31 december 2012

appendix 1
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EUR

Acquisition and production costs Accumulated depreciation, amortisation and write downs Carrying amount

1/1/2012 Additions Disposals 31/12/2012 1/1/2012 Additions Disposals 31/12/2012 31/12/2012 31/12/2011

intangible assets           

purchased franchises, 
industrial and similar rights and assets, 
and licenses in such rights and assets 6,097,916.14 857,117.60 0.00 6,955,033.74 3,629,269.87  1,191,511.29 0.00 4,820,781.16 2,134,252.58 2,468,646.27

property, plant and equipment           

other equipment, furniture and fixtures 1,789,685.36 1,003,224.49 82,682.03 2,710,227.82 762,424.54 382,715.63 53,739.59 1,091,400.58 1,618,827.24 1,027,260.82

financial assets           

shares in affiliates 286,371,323.53 151,165,000.00 0.00 437,536,323.53 0.00 970,000.00 0.00 970,000.00 436,566,323.53 286,371,323.53

 294,258,925.03 153,025,342.09 82,682.03 447,201,585.09 4,391,694.41 2,544,226.92 53,739.59 6,882,181.74 440,319,403.35 289,867,230.62
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our audit has not led to any reservations.

in our opinion, based on the findings of our audit, the 
annual financial statements comply with the legal 
requirements and give a true and fair view of the net 
assets, financial position and results of operations of the 
company in accordance with german principles of 
proper accounting. the management report is consist-
ent with the annual financial statements and as a whole 
provides a suitable view of the company's position and 
suitably presents the opportunities and risks of future 
development.”

Berlin, february 25, 2013

ernst & young gmbh 
wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

 Völker glöckner
 wirtschaftsprüfer  wirtschaftsprüfer
[german public auditor] [german public auditor]

independent auditors’ report

we have issued the following opinion on the financial 
statements and management report:

“we have audited the annual financial statements, com-
prising the balance sheet, the profit and loss statement 
and the notes to the financial statements, together with 
the bookkeeping system, and the management report of 
deutsche wohnen ag, frankfurt/main, for the fiscal year 
from January 1, 2012 to december 31, 2012 the main-
tenance of the books and records and the preparation of 
the annual financial statements and management 
report in accordance with german commercial law are 
the responsibility of the company’s management. our 
responsibility is to express an opinion on the annual 
financial statements, together with the bookkeeping 
system, and the management report based on our audit.

we conducted our audit of the annual financial state-
ments in accordance with sec. 317 hgB [“handels-
gesetzbuch”: “german commercial code”] and german 
generally accepted standards for the audit of financial 
statements promulgated by the institut der wirtschafts-
prüfer [institute of public auditors in germany] (idw) 
those standards require that we plan and perform the 
audit such that misstatements materially affecting the 
presentation of the net assets, financial position and 
results of operations in the annual financial statements 
in accordance with german principles of proper 
accounting and in the management report are detected 
with reasonable assurance. Knowledge of the business 
activities and the economic and legal environment of the 
company and expectations as to possible misstate-
ments are taken into account in the determination of 
audit procedures. the effectiveness of the accounting-
related internal control system and the evidence sup-
porting the disclosures in the books and records, the 
annual financial statements and the management 
report are examined primarily on a test basis within the 
framework of the audit. the audit includes assessing 
the accounting principles used and significant estimates 
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall 
presentation of the annual financial statements and 
management report. we believe that our audit provides 
a reasonable basis for our opinion.
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responsibility statement

“to the best of our knowledge, and in accordance with 
the applicable accounting standards, the annual finan-
cial statements as at 31 december 2012 give a true and 
fair view of the net assets, financial and earnings posi-
tion of the company and the  management report gives 
a true and fair view of the development of the business 
including the business result and the position of the 
company and describes the main opportunities and 
risks associated with the company’s expected future 
development.”

frankfurt/main, 25 february 2013

deutsche wohnen ag
management Board

 michael Zahn lars wittan
chief executive officer chief financial officer

further information
independent auditors’ report

responsibility statement
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